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Electrocorticography on the micron scale (micro-ECoG) is an emerging neural sensing modality that provides a high-resolution view of the brain. Micron scale electrodes measure electrical potential propagated to the brain surface from local and distant current sources. Moreover, electrodes spatially sample the surface of the brain at the micron scale over potentially large regions providing both high resolution and large coverage. Micro-ECoG can be likened to HD monitors, whereas classical ECoG grids are more like Hex LED displays.
In this dissertation, I demonstrate the value of micro-ECoG both in animal model and in humans. I developed a suite of neural acquisition tools (NACQ), which was used to record from human subjects intraoperatively and in the epilepsy monitoring unit for research purposes. These tools provide an affordable alternative to commercial systems and a safer alternative to existing open source systems. I demonstrate that micro-ECoG electrode can sense physiologically relevant features, including single unit activity in songbird. These physiological features measured from micro-ECoG are compared to gold standard probes including penetrating laminar silicon shanks in songbird and clinical ECoG strips in human. Finally, I explored theoretical and empirical instances in which a high density grid of electrodes outperforms sub-sampled lower density grids in discrete neural state estimation. Empirically, I show that when controlling for area and selecting task informative sub-regions of the complete grid, we observed a consistent increase in mean binary classification accuracy with higher grid density; in particular, 400 μm pitch grids outperforming spatially sub-sampled lower density grids up to 23%.

Micro-ECoG is a promising neural sensing modality that may lead to new neuroscientific discoveries and neuroengineering achievements. For example, it may uncover novel neural dynamics from cortical columns or intricate cortical wave patterns important from neural information processing. Micro-ECoG may lead to the development of a high-bandwidth brain machine interface that not only restores abilities of disabled individuals, but augments and enhances abilities of able-bodied people. Neuroscientists and neurotechnologists are poised to make major advances in neuroscience and neuroengineering with the advent of micro-ECoG.
Chapter 1.

Introduction

Neuroscience is in a technology revolution. Catalyzed by the Brain Initiative started in 2013, researchers, now more than ever, are interrogating the brain with exponentially more sensors and stimulators. One recent example, is the Neuropixels silicon probe which has the ability of measuring 384 channels chosen from 960 electrodes (Jun et al., 2017). Stringer and Pachitariu et al reported the ability to record from more than 2998 isolated units from eight probes, making the work a demonstration of the largest number of neurons recorded simultaneously to date (Stringer et al., 2018). While impressive, this number pales in comparison to the number of neurons in the human brain 100 billion (Herculano-Houzel, 2009). Extrapolating out the Moore’s law for neurons (Figure 1-1), which is that it takes about 7 years to double the number of neurons recorded from (Stevenson and Kording, 2011), it will take 154 years to record from 10% of the neurons in the human brain.

Fortunately, scientists and engineers appear poised to outperform this trend. Given the significant investment from governments and the private sector for dramatically improving neurotechnology, we should expect to see probes with 10,000s of electrodes by 2020. One promising high channel count technology is a device made by start-up Paradromics. Using an innovative system architecture, they leverage high speed CMOS imaging circuits to capture electrical activity from 10,000 microwires. While significant work remains in order to translate high channel count system towards animals, it seem inevitable that researchers will soon be capable of recording from orders of magnitude more electrodes.
The proliferation of high channel count devices will likely bring about new neuroscience discoveries and enable new brain machine interfaces (BMI) applications. One prominent example that demonstrates the capability of state of the art BMI technology is research from the Neural Prosthetics Translational Laboratory (NPTL) led by Stanford researchers Krishna Shenoy and Jaimie Henderson (Gilja et al., 2015, 2012; Kao et al., 2017; Pandarinath et al., 2017). In this work, researchers used so called Utah arrays to record from cortical neurons in motor regions to drive a cursor on a screen (Figure 1-2). The Utah array is a silicon-based electrode technology which contains 100 electrodes (96 recording) arranged in a square grid spanning approximately 3.6 x 3.6 mm². The electrodes are penetrating needles that are 1-3 mm long. With one or two Utah arrays implanted chronically in 3 subjects each, participants were able to type between 13 to 40 correct characters per minute or approximately 3 to 8 words per minute (wpm) (Pandarinath et al., 2017).

Figure 1-1: Moore’s law of Neuroscience: The logarithm of simultaneously recorded neurons vs publication date. Using line of best fit, the time it takes to double the number of neurons recorded from is 6.3 years. (source: Stevenson Lab, University of Connecticut\textsuperscript{1}).
For comparison, communication rates for able-bodied people using smartphones is 12-19 wpm (Hoggan et al., 2008; MacKenzie et al., 2009). This represents the highest performance BMI to date and is reaching a level where disabled individuals would practically benefit from this technology.

Despite the impressive progress that has been made, there is a clear gap in performance between state of the art BMIs and what able-bodied individuals can achieve. The brain is able to communicate with the body at a much higher rate than it can with today’s machines. Speaking has been estimated to have a communicate rate of 90 to 170 spoken wpm with notable examples outperforming this range (eg. Eminem who spits about 260 wpm in his 2013 hit “Rap God”). Speaking serves as an existence proof that much higher bandwidth BMIs are possible, so the question becomes, how do we improve the bandwidth of BMIs?

The neural interface is an intuitive sub-system to investigate how to increase the bandwidth of BMIs. Current neural interfaces vary in resolution and coverage (Figure 1-3). The popular Utah
array, the neural interface used in the state of the art BMI discussed previously, has great resolution as it is able to sense single unit activity from cortical neurons, but this comes at the expense of coverage.

The coverage is limited to 3.6 x 3.6 mm² in part because the 100 stiff penetrating needles on a ridge substrate needs to be inserted with significant force intracortically (Rousche and Normann, 1992). Increasing the coverage would result in increasing the force of insertion, which increases risk and the larger coverage also increases the probability of hitting blood vessels and causing a stroke. Neuropixels another penetrating probe has several advantages compared to the Utah array. One obvious advantage is that is can record from 384 electrodes chosen from 920
electrodes (Figure 1-4). Furthermore, it has a large span of 10mm and insertion force is likely less of an issue because only one shank needs to displace tissue, but this comes at the expense of coverage, which is limited to only 10 x 0.07 mm$^2 = 0.7$ mm$^2$. Although the probe has the ability to simultaneously record from deep brain structures such as the hippocampus and the cortex, it is difficult to record over wide swatches of cortex. On the other hand, ECoG arrays have great cortical coverage spanning roughly 80 x 80 mm$^2$, but is limited in resolution because the electrode diameter is 3 mm and electrode spacing is 10 mm. The large electrode contact ensures that there is a good connection to the brain (low impedance), but has poorer resolution compared to Utah and Neuropixel electrodes. The larger the contact size is the, the larger the effective integration volume of electrical activity surrounding that electrode.
ECoG electrodes can sense population level activity such as so called high-gamma activity, which has been implicated in sensory processing in multiple regions of cortex (Nathan E Crone et al., 1998; Miller et al., 2007). However, it is unclear how many neurons or synapses contribute to this population level activity. Shrinking the electrode contact size, shrinks the effective integration volume and hence the more localized the measurements are. Furthermore, by shrinking the electrode size, more electrodes can be packed within a given area. Taken together, this modality has higher resolution that ECoG, but has the same great coverage as ECoG. This measurement modality is known as micro-ECoG when the features of device (electrode diameter or electrode spacing) are on the micron scale.

One challenge with shrinking the dimensions of the contact size is a higher probability that the contact will not make contact with tissue (Cunningham, 2017) and higher impedance due to the reduced electrode area (Ganji et al., 2017a). Furthermore, previous methods for manufacturing ECoG arrays relied on manual labor and discrete wires, which is not scalable in terms of drastically increasing channel counts. In the past decade or so, researchers have been pursuing an approach
where they utilize micro and nano-fabrication techniques to produce devices with feature sizes as small as 10um and channel counts in the 100s. In one seminal example in 2014, Dion Khodagholy et al presented a device called Neurogrid, which has 256 electrodes, each with an electrode area of 10 x 10 um$^2$ and an electrode spacing of 30 um (Khodagholy et al., 2014). To overcome the challenges of poor connection to tissue, they fabricated their micro-ECoG device using 2 um thin Parylene C, which is highly conformable so that it can have intimate contact with the brain. Furthermore, they coated their electrodes with PEDOT:PSS, an organic, biocompatible material that reduces their impedance magnitude by roughly 10x compared to gold electrodes (Khodagholy et al., 2014) and recent work has shown a 5x reduction compared to platinum electrodes (Ganji et al., 2017a). They discovered for the first time the ability to record single unit activity from the surface of rodent and human brain (Figure 1-5). This result showed the remarkable resolution of micro-ECoG and has catalyzed the field. In fact, a significant portion of the work presented in this dissertation was motivated by the Neurogrid work!

This dissertation explores the capabilities of micro-ECoG. While there are many types of micro-ECoG devices made of different substrates and electrode materials, the micro-ECoG device I studied was fabricated with a thin sheet of Parylene C to ensure conformality and the electrodes were coated with PEDOT:PSS is reduce impedance akin to the Neurogrid device. These devices were fabricated by collaborators in the Integrated Electronics and Bio interfaces Laboratory led by Prof. Shadi Dayeh. A key aspect of this work was the translation of this micro-ECoG device from laboratory to clinic. I developed a neural acquisition system (NACQ) that records from up to 256 channels and was designed to be compatible for clinical research. This system is described in detail in Chapter 2 along with several other electronics that I built for clinical electrophysiology research. In Chapter 3, I present physiologically relevant signals measured in both songbirds and in human
subjects. This includes low frequency oscillations such as alpha wave, high frequency activity also known as high gamma activity and single unit activity. These signals are compared against gold standard electrodes in their respective settings. In the clinic, micro-ECoG is compared against ECoG and in the songbird model, micro-ECoG is compared against intracortical recordings using a laminar probe. In Chapter 4, the value of high density grids is explored by sub-sampling high density grids producing “virtual” lower density grids and comparing their relative performance in estimating discrete neural states. This approach was performed using a modeling framework that relates spatial properties including signal fall off and correlation to a decoding metric and empirically from data acquired in two human subjects. Finally, Chapter 5, summarizes this body of work, discusses future directions and neuroethical considerations.
Chapter 2.

Data Acquisition

In Chapter 2, I describe neural data acquisition tools that were used to record from human subjects in the clinic. This suite of tools have been open-sourced for other researchers to use and provide an affordable alternative to commercial systems and a safer option than currently available open source systems.

2.1. Introduction

Current methods for acquiring clinical ephys are limited in terms of either functionality, transparency, or accessibility. Clinical data acquisition systems have several limitations including limited access by researchers or knowledge of data acquisition parameters, and in some cases sub-optimal specifications. One example where these limitations are evident is recording single unit activity from microelectrodes. Typical clinical systems are not designed to measure these types of signals are therefore often do not sample quickly enough. Even a new system such as the Natus Quantum from Natus Medical Incorporated (Pleasanton, CA) has a maximum sample rate of 16.4kHz, which is sub-optimal for spike sorting. Furthermore, recording at such high sampling rates is not typical in clinical practice and may be limited by clinical information technology resources or regulations.

Deploying an independent commercial research system such as Blackrock Microsystems (Salt Lake City, UT) and Tucker-Davis Technologies (Alachua, FL) overcomes many of these challenges. These systems are designed for many research applications and the data acquisition parameters can be defined by researchers. However, these systems can be cost prohibitive for many
research groups. Furthermore, propriety systems tend to be opaque with respect to technical details, which limits control and flexibility.

An alternative to commercial systems are open source technologies such as Open Ephys and Open BCI, which are transparent and at least 10x cheaper per channel than commercial systems (Ghomashchi et al., 2014; Insanally et al., 2016; Kinney et al., 2015; Newman et al., 2012; OpenBCI, 2013; Siegle et al., 2015; Trumpis et al., 2017a, 2017b; Woods et al., 2015). Although efforts have been made towards introducing open source tools towards human recording, particularly EEG (Black et al., 2017; OpenBCI, 2013), there has been a lack of tools developed specifically for intracranial research. Here, we present our suite of clinical ephys research tools that are based on Intan Technologies (Los Angeles, CA) (Hermiz et al., 2016). We present 3 main components: (1) neural acquisition controller; (2) 128-channel headstage; (3) and a 32-channel headstage that splits signals from typical intracranial data acquisition pipelines to an independent research system. These tools were validated by conducting 3 separate clinical experiments from 3
different subjects – one for each tool. The organization of the manuscript is as follows: in the Methods section, we describe each tool and the corresponding experiment; in the Results section, we present the experiment recordings and data analysis; in the Discussion section, we describe the significance and limitations of the suite; and finally, in the Conclusion section, we summarize features that make our system attractive for users.

Table 2-1: List of various commonly used ephys systems. Grey rows are commercial systems and white rows are open source systems. Highlighted in bold is the presented system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Ch #</th>
<th>Fs</th>
<th>Bit-Depth</th>
<th>Isolated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BlackRock-Cerebus</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>30 KHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDT-PZ2</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>50 KHz</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Ephys</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>30 KHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeuroRighter</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nspike</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>30 KHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCSD</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>30 KHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willow</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>30 KHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Methods

This section is organized into 3 parts for each component: Neural Acquisition Controller, ORH128 and Pigtail Splitter (Figure 2-1). A table of neural acquisition tools for easy referencing is provided (Table 2-2). Each subsection is divided into two parts: “Component Description” and “Experiment” which describes the component and experimental details for each tool. Detailed

Table 2-2: Overview of clinical neural acquisition tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Name</th>
<th>Chan. #</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neural Acq. Controller</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Drives Intan amplifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORH128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Headstage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigtail Splitter</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Headstage and splitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flex Adapter</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Passive electrode adapter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
documentation and design files of these components, as well as additional resources not presented here such as 3D printable case designs can be found on Github and CircuitMaker\(^2\). Three human subjects from UC San Diego La Jolla Medical Campus (La Jolla, CA) and Brigham and Women’s Hospital (Boston, MA) were recruited and provided informed consent in compliance with Institute Review Board (IRB) approved protocols. The IRB protocols for UC San Diego and Brigham and Women’s Hospital was approved by UC San Diego Human Research Protections Program and The Partners Human Research Committee, respectively.

2.2.1. Neural Acquisition Controller

2.2.1.1. Component Description

The neural acquisition controller, or simply controller, acquires data from Intan Technologies amplifiers. It consists of two main modules, the RHD2000 USB Interface Board and a custom power and digital isolator (Figure 2-1). The controller can accept input from 4 separate

Figure 2-2: Component breakdown of system: (a) Electrode adapters: (left) connects to flat flexible cables (FFC) of 32 or 64 channels with 0.5 mm pitch and features switches that allows the user to short various electrodes to reference; (right) can connect up to four 16 channel standard pig tail connectors. Both adapters mate to Intan RHD2164 or RHD 2132 headstages using an Omnetics connector (part #: A79032-001). (b) (left) Intan RHD2164 headstage and (right) Intan SPI cable (c) (left) Custom power isolator that can handle 4 RHD2164 headstages or up to 256 channels and (right) accompanying adapter. (d) Intan RHD2000 acquisition board.
amplifiers (or strictly speaking 4 MISO lines), which translates to a maximum of 256 recording channels when using the RHD2164 (64-channel) amplifiers. It can also sample up to 30kHz\(^3\), which is higher than the 20kHz we previously reported (Hermiz et al., 2016). The controller also features 8 analog inputs (0 – 3.3 V) via BNC bulkhead connectors. These channels can be used to supply event triggers, synchronization pulses, or other experimental signals that need to be recorded alongside the neural recordings. The controller is housed in a 25 x 18 x 6.5 cm water-resistant case and features several bulkhead connections to prevent liquids from damaging the electronics. This is a particularly important consideration when obtaining recordings in potentially wet environments such as the operating room (OR).

\[\text{Figure 2-3: Ephys system connected and running using a modified version of the Intan’s compiled software. The power isolator and RHD 2000 Board are housed in grey enclosure. Two RHD2164 headstages are connected to the system to the electrode adapter housed in 3D printed cases.}\]

\(^3\) Sometimes the controller is unable to recognize the RHD2164 at 30kHz because of a general software issue related to the SPI delay finding algorithm implemented in the RHD2000 software. This issue only affects RHD2164 because it uses a double data rate (DDR) SPI protocol as noted in the software and has since been optimized by Intan Technologies.
The isolator board consists of two main isolator chips: ADUM6000 for power isolator and ADUM4401 for digital isolation. These components use inductive iCoupler technology from Analog Devices (Norwood, MA). They provide protection from 5kV rms for 1-minute and comply with the following medical safety rating standards: UL-1577 and IEC-60601. The isolator is placed between the amplifier and the RHD2000 USB board to provide protection from possible malfunctions from the RHD2000 USB board, computer, and other electronics as well as power surges from the wall outlet.

2.2.1.2. Experiment

We used the controller to record signals from a μECoG (micro electrocorticography) electrode array acutely implanted during an awake craniotomy case at the UC San Diego Thornton
Hospital Operating Room. The subject (S1) was a 35-year-old male with left mesial temporal lobe epilepsy refractory to medical therapy. μECoG was recorded while the patient was awake and performing an audio task. The device used to record μECoG consisted of a 7x8 grid of microelectrodes coated with PEDOT:PSS and the electrodes had a diameter of 50μm and a spacing of 400μm (Figure 2-4B-C). Additionally, the device had 6 electrodes with diameter (3mm) and spacing (1cm) similar to clinical ECoG. Despite the small geometry of the microelectrodes, the PEDOT coating facilitated electrode impedances that were typically below 30kΩ (at 1kHz) as has been reported previously (Ganji et al., 2017a). The device was fabricated at UC San Diego Calit2 nano3 cleanroom as described in (Ganji et al., 2017b).

Prior to surgery, the μECoG device and parts of our recording system that were in the sterile field were sterilized (Figure 2-4). The μECoG device was sterilized with steam sterilization.
at 132 °C for 10 minutes, a procedure that does not affect the performance of the electrodes (Uguz et al., 2016). The electronics, including the electrode adapter, amplifiers (RHD2164), and cables, were sterilized using an electronics compatible, low temperature process called STERRAD® (Advanced Sterilization Products (ASP), a Division of Cilag GmbH International, a Johnson & Johnson company) at 50 °C for 45 minutes. STERRAD® uses a combination of hydrogen peroxide vapor and low temperature gas plasma to eliminate toxic residue. We packaged the adapter and amplifier in 3D printed cases made of PLA plastic to reduce the risk of damage during handling and sterilization (Figure 2-4B). After the first 3-5 iterations, we found no visible deficits in the electronics and they were fully functional; however, in subsequent iterations, we noticed that the solder mask on the PCBs started to delaminate, rendering it unusable in the clinic. Delamination
may be possible to prevent by coating the PCBs with a protective layer such as Parylene C or Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP); however, we have not tested this approach.

Before placing the μECoG device on the brain, we tested the device in the operating room using a saline bath. A small bucket was filled with saline and a separate needle electrode was used for ground. A subset of the macroelectrodes on the μECoG device were connected to reference using switches on the electrode adapter (Figure 2-4B). Then impedance tests were run to ensure functionality of a majority of the electrodes. Afterwards, the μECoG device was placed on top of arachnoid mater and a separate needle electrode was placed near the craniotomy. The location of the implant was left posterior superior temporal gyrus. Approximately 20 minutes total of baseline activity, task activity and anesthetized activity were recorded. The subject was tasked to monitor a stream of spoken and noise-vocoded bi-phoneme phrases (e.g. taw, koo), which were presented via a Microsoft Surface tablet (Figure 2-4A). Trial onset times were relayed to the controller by sending pulses wirelessly over Zigbee to an Arduino based controller (Rx), which was connected to an analog input of the controller as illustrated in (Figure 2-4A). Recordings were sampled at 20kHz and then downsampled offline to 2kHz for analysis.

2.3. ORH128 Headstage

2.3.1.1. Component Description

The ORH128 headstage is a single board (9.75 x 4.00 cm) that can amplify 124 channels (Figure 2-5A). It consists of 4 RHD2132 amplifier chips and is intended to be more convenient than using separate Intan demo boards, which have only 1 chip integrated per board. This is particularly useful in the OR where handling multiple components in a strict sterile environment
can be challenging. We chose to use RHD2132 instead of RHD2164 amplifiers at the time of design because they were conveniently packaged in a QFN (quad flat no-leads) which allows them to be surface mounted on a PCB. However, Intan now offers the RHD2164 in a BGA (ball grid array) package allowing easy assembly on to a PCB. A future redesign with the RHD2164 would facilitate reducing the cost and potentially size of the board. The current board features two banks of switches for configuring reference and for supplying auxiliary signals such as scalp EEG, EKG, or EMG. The user has the option of connecting any one of the four designated electrode channels to reference or using a separate reference electrode, which can be connected to the board via standard clinical touch proof connectors. Similarly, up to two external signals can be supplied to the ORH128 (Figure 2-5B). Finally, the board uses Flat Flexible Connectors (FFC) as opposed to Omnetics connectors as the electrode connector because FFC are less expensive ($2 vs $50 each) and are more readily available.

2.3.1.2. Experiment

To demonstrate the utility of the ORH128 headstage, we used it to record μECoG intraoperatively at Brigham and Women’s Hospital. S2 was a 33 year-old man with medication-refractory epilepsy secondary to a low-grade lesion in the left temporal lobe. Pre-operative investigations revealed that electroclinical seizures started from the left anterior and middle temporal areas. Pathology ultimately revealed low grade neuroepithelial tumor. S2 was unconscious throughout the procedure and periods of epileptiform activity were induced by administration of methohexital (Brevital) for the purposes of seizure foci mapping. The geometry

---

4 Typical lead times for FFC connectors are 3-5 days vs Omnetics connectors which has a lead time of 6 weeks.
of the μECoG differed from that described in *Neural Acquisition Controller*, but the methods used to fabricate it were the same. The device consisted of 2x64 microelectrodes with a diameter of 30μm and spacing of 50μm. There were also 4 macroelectrodes that can be used for reference (Figure 2-5C); however, in this experiment we chose to use separate needle electrodes from Medtronic (Minneapolis, MN) placed near the craniotomy for reference and ground.

The same sterilization procedures for the μECoG device were used as *Neural Acquisition Controller*. However, to avoid degradation issues with the electronics, we decided not to sterilize them and instead placed them in a sterile plastic sleeve (Figure 2-5E). Clinicians found that extending the length of the ribbon cable from 4 inches (length used in prior experiment *Neural Acquisition Controller*) to 10 inches allowed for easier handling. Although increased cable length has the potential for degrading signal quality, we decided that the additional clinical flexibility outweighed the potential benefit of shorter cables. The same testing procedures were used to ensure μECoG device functionally as described in *Neural Acquisition Controller* and the device was placed on the left anterior superior temporal gyrus. Recordings were sampled at 30kHz and then downsampled to 1kHz for offline analysis.

2.4. Pigtail Splitter

2.4.1.1. Component Description

The Pigtail Splitter, or splitter for short, is a 32-channel headstage (Figure 2-6A,B,F) that is intended to acquire data from typical clinical neural acquisition pipelines without compromising the clinical system workflow or recordings. The splitter achieves this by utilizing commonly used Cabrillo™ compliant connectors, which connect pigtail cables from clinic ECoG devices (eg. strip
and grid electrodes) to clinical amplifiers (Figure 2-6D,E). Typically, the pigtail cable is threaded through the Cabrillo™ compliant connector and the amplifier cabling plugs into the connector, which clamps the pigtail cable (Figure 2-6F). Holes were drilled on the back side of the Cabrillo™ compliant connector to allow pogo-pins to make electrical contact with the plug. Pogo-pins were soldered onto a board that also contained a RHD2132 for data acquisition (Figure 2-6A-C). Additionally, the splitter features touch proof connectors for ground and reference electrodes. Finally, it is compact (11 x 2.8 x 1.5 cm) enough to be included in a headwrap. The splitter allows researchers to use their own recording system, giving them additional control and flexibility in data acquisition than if they were to use a clinical data acquisition system.

2.4.1.2. Experiment

We validated the Pigtail splitter by using it during a semi-chronic ECoG case at UC San Diego Jacobs Medical Center. S3 was 67 year-old female with idiopathic complex partial seizures. S3 was implanted with subdural ECoG electrodes for several days to localize seizure foci.

Prior to surgery, we sterilized the Pigtail splitter using STERRAD® as described in Neural Acquisition Controller. Sterilizing the Pigtail splitter was not necessary since it was handled after the craniotomy was complete when sterility is no longer observed. However, surgical and clinical workflows may vary by institution and clinician, which ultimately dictate the sterilization protocol. Two out of 4 pigtail cables from an 8x8 clinical ECoG grid from Ad-tech Medical were threaded into the splitter. The ECoG electrodes had a diameter of 3mm and a spacing of 1 cm. Clinical acquisition cables were then plugged into the splitter. The ECoG grid was placed over left frontal, parietal and temporal lobes. Two different sets of electrodes from a 4-electrode strip were used for reference and ground for the clinical and research system. Separate electrodes were used for reference and ground for both systems.
The following day, recordings from both the clinical and research system were acquired. The clinical data acquisition was the Natus Quantum. The Quantum is capable of recording from 256 channels at up to 16.4kHz; however, data was collected at 1024Hz as this sampling rate is standard clinical practice for intracranial implants at UC San Diego. We used the pigtail splitter and controller to collected data alongside the Quantum for an hour at 1kHz, but it is important to note that our system can sample up to 30kHz. A random sequence of pulses were supplied to the optical trigger input of the Quantum and an analog input of the controller, so as to time align the recordings across the two systems post-hoc. Neural recordings were collected while the subject was resting.

For data analysis, we performed the following preprocessing steps in order to compare the recordings between the clinical and research system. We time aligned the signals by computing the cross-correlation of the random pulse sequence. Then we arbitrary selected a 100 sec window of data. We found that clinical and research recordings had the opposite polarity so we flipped the clinical signals. Then we re-sampled clinical recordings down to 1kHz. Finally, since the DC filters were substantially different, we high pass filtered both sets of signals at 2Hz using a 6\textsuperscript{th} order forward-backward Butterworth filter. All data analysis was performed using MATLAB (Natick, MA).

2.5. Results

To demonstrate functionality of the neural acquisition controller, we demonstrate that the controller captures clinically relevant signals (Figure 2-4D,E). Broadband time-series across several channels and seconds show transient alpha (10Hz) oscillations while S1 was awake and performing the audio task intraoperatively (Figure 2-4D). These alpha oscillations are also
prominent in the power spectrum where there is a peak at 10Hz (Figure 2-4E). Finally, the spectral properties change substantially when S1 was heavily sedated and unconscious. In this state, we observed a broad increase in signal power across frequencies and the alpha peak was eclipsed (Figure 2-4E). These results are consistent with neurophysiology, demonstrating that our system captured biologically relevant neural activity (Breshears et al., 2010; San-juan et al., 2010).

We validated ORH128 by observing epileptic activity from the recording μECoG electrodes. Methohexital (Brevital) was administrated intraoperatively with the intention of increasing epileptiform activity for seizure foci localization (Kofke et al., 1997). After administration,
interictal epileptic discharges were observed in the recordings (Figure 2-5D). This result demonstrates the functionality of our system by capturing clinically relevant neural activity.

To validate the Pigtail splitter, we compared signals simultaneously recorded by both clinical and research systems. A 5 second snippet of recordings from split and non-split electrodes show no obvious difference (Figure 2-7A). Furthermore, recordings from the same electrodes made by the research system appear to be very similar, except for one corrupted channel (Figure 2-7B). By plotting recordings from the same electrode across the two systems from two arbitrarily chosen
electrodes, we see that they are in fact highly similar with only small variations in the signal. The references for both systems were within 2 cm of each other, and this slight difference may explain the minor signal variations.

The power spectrum (PSD) of 2 split and not split clinical channels were compared Figure 2-8A-B). Although PSDs of signals acquired on different electrodes are compared, we chose signals that came from neighboring electrodes to minimize the potential differences introduced by the electrodes themselves. We found that the PSDs of 2 pairs of split and not split signals were very similar (Figure 2-8A-B). This is consistent with the observation that the time series between split and not split clinical channels do not have any obvious differences and provides additional support that the splitter does not affect clinical recordings. When comparing PSDs from 2 clinical and research channels, we find that they are similar, but start to deviate at 100Hz (Figure 2-8C-D). This can be explained by the larger input-referred noise in the Intan amplifiers (2.4 μVrms) than in the Quantum amplifiers (1.8 μVrms). On the other hand, we see a larger line noise peak at 60Hz in
the clinical recordings (Figure 2-8C-D). This likely due to the fact that the research system was run using a battery pack while the clinical system was plugged into wall power. We computed the correlation between all clinical and research channels and found that the magnitude of the
correlation was greater than 0.7 for all but one channel. There was one channel that was not correlated with the clinical channel, because it appeared to be a corrupt channel as previously mentioned (Figure 2-7B). This channel was corrupt possibly because there was poor contact between the pogo pin and the plug for this site.

The 60Hz line noise power was computed for all clinical recordings and was used as measure of signal integrity. We compared the distribution of 60Hz power between the split and non-split electrodes (Figure 2-9B) and found that there was no significance difference (p = 0.19, n = 32, Wilcoxon rank sum test). This suggests that the Pigtail splitter does not impact the clinical recordings. We also compared the 60Hz power of clinical and research recordings from the same electrodes. The distribution of 60Hz power from the clinical minus the research recordings is positively shifted indicating that there is more line noise picked up on by the clinical system (Figure 2-9B), which is consistent with PSDs from the two example electrodes (Figure 2-8). Hypothesis testing confirmed that this distribution was significantly shifted away from 0 (p = 3.6e-5, n = 32, Wilcoxon signed rank test).

2.6. Discussion

We present a set of tools that we believe are useful and accessible for clinical electrophysiology research. The controller has clinically compatible features including electrical isolation, water resistance, and a small footprint. The controller’s small format factor (25 x 18 x 6.5 cm) allows it to be brought into space constrained environments such as the OR with minimal impact to clinical workflows. In contrast, commercial systems such as Blackrock’s Cerebus™ system require large digital to analog converter units (42.5 x 32.5 x 8.8 cm), which are roughly the size of a desktop computer. The isolation and water-resistant features make it more ideal to use in the clinic than the RHD2000 USB interface board alone. Intan also provides an isolated controller
in a chassis, but is roughly 2x the cost and 2x wider than the presented controller. However, the Intan controller accepts up to 8 MISO lines, which equates to 512 channels maximum, double what the presented controller can accept. The RHD2000 USB interface board can also accept 512 channels. Experimental needs and budget constraints will dictate the ideal controller to be used. In future work, it will be quite feasible to double the capacity of channels in the presented system from 256 to 512 channels by using a different digital isolator such as Si8660-63 by Silicon Labs (Austin, TX), which would allow for two MISO lines to pass thru the isolation stage.

ORH128 is a 128-channel headstage designed with the clinic in mind. We improved on our first generation system reported in (Hermiz et al., 2016), which featured multiple Intan headstages and an adapter board by integrating all of these components together on a single board for ease of use in the OR. Additionally, the board features commonly used touch proof connectors for reference, ground and auxiliary channel input and output as well as a switch array to configure the appropriate reference. One limitation of the ORH128 is that the FFC connector is difficult to handle under OR constraints. The FFC connector has a small latch that must be opened and closed to secure the FFC cable, which is difficult to do over the sterile wrap and when hands are double gloved. Additionally, the FFC connector limits channel scalability since it is a linear connector. Important future work is to find a more ergonomic and scalable, high density electrode connector that is readily available and affordable.

The Pigtail splitter can augment standard clinic intracranial data acquisition pipelines so that researchers can obtain their own stream of neural recordings. This gives researchers greater control and flexibility over data acquisition. As an example, this could enable real-time experiments such as brain-machine interface or seizure prediction studies. Furthermore, our system can sample at 30kHz which is typically higher than what clinical systems can achieve or higher
than what would be permitted by clinicians. Sampling at 30kHz would enable spiking sorting from microelectrode recordings. Finally, our results seem to suggest that our system with a battery pack can be more immune to line noise than a commonly used clinical data acquisition system, which is an additional benefit towards researchers. One limitation of the Pigtail splitter is its size. Although we made a concerted effort to minimize its size, it is still larger than what is desirable in the clinic. The splitter did fit in the headwrap, but it is difficult to imagine placing additional splitters in a headwrap. The challenge with reducing its size further is that we are constrained by the size of the Cabrillo™ compliant connectors. Important future work might be to use newer slimmer connectors such as the inline mini-PMT by PMT Corporation (Chanhassen, MN) that are becoming more popular across epilepsy clinics.

2.7. Conclusion

We present an open source suite of research based clinical electrophysiology (ephys) tools that we claim make clinical ephys more accessible to researchers. These tools incorporate features such as power and digital isolation and standard clinical connectors that make them suitable for clinical research. The tools are orders of magnitude lower cost than commercial systems, while our tools achieve specifications (eg. 30kHz sample rate and up to 256 channels) that meet the needs of many researchers. It is our hope that these tools will benefit researchers and promote increased research in human electrophysiology.

These tools, and in particular, the neural acquisition controller was used to collect data from human subjects that was pertinent to the development of this dissertation. These data are presented in Chapter 3 and 4.
Chapter 3.

Physiologically Relevant Features

In order to validate micro-ECoG recordings, we need some ground truth or a priori knowledge of the brain signals. Luckily, I can rely on countless research articles for this a priori knowledge and stand on the shoulders of neuroscience giants so to speak. In Chapter 3, I extract physiologically relevant features from neural recording to validate micro-ECoG. First, we demonstrate that single units, the hallmark neural signal, can be sensed from micro-ECoG in songbirds. Then we show that micro-ECoG translated to the clinic, captures relevant signals including alpha oscillations, inter-ictal discharges and high-gamma activity.

3.1. Songbird Micro-ECoG

3.1.1. Introduction

Songbird (Oscines) have sophisticated speech and auditory capabilities which is evidenced by their ability to listen and eventually learn to produce a complex repertoire of vocalizations. Therefore, it has been argued that songbirds are a relevant model for speech, auditory and language processing (Bolhuis and Gahr, 2006; Brainard and Doupe, 2002; Nottebohm, 2005). It is then natural to consider songbirds as a model for developing neural speech prosthesis, which has emerged as an exciting area in neuro-translational research (Herff et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2016; Kellis et al., 2010; Leuthardt et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2014; Mugler et al., 2014; Pailla et al., 2016; Pasley et al., 2012; Pei et al., 2011). In fact, recent work by Arneodo et al explored this approach and demonstrated the ability to reconstruct song produced by Zebra Finch from neural activity alone (Arneodo et al., 2017). This is a significant achievement towards the realization of a functional songbird speech decoder, but this approach is limited by the degradation of signal...
quality, namely single unit activity, of intraparenchymal probes. Intraparenchymal probes, colloquially referred to as depth probes here, penetrate and displace brain tissue, and provoke tissue reactions, thus limiting the longevity of high fidelity signal acquisition (Biran et al., 2005; Jorfi et al., 2014; Vadim S Polikov et al., 2005; Rivnay et al., 2017; Schlenoff and Xu, 1992). Less invasive micro-electrocorticography (micro-ECoG) electrodes that lay on the surface of the brain may lessen the tissue reaction and thus facilitate longer, more robust recordings. In the seminal work by Khodagholy et al, they present Neurogrid, a micro-ECoG electrode that detects single unit activity in rats and humans (Khodagholy et al., 2014). They demonstrate that the average spike amplitude was consistent over the course of 10 days, which provides preliminary evidence that micro-ECoG permits the acquisition of stable single unit activity chronically.

We propose using micro-ECoG for neural interfacing in a songbird speech decoder. Towards this end, we investigated the ability of micro-ECoG probes to record single unit activity acutely in an anesthetized European Starling (Sturnus vulgaris). We report the ability of micro-ECoG to record single unit activity in Starling for the first time. To explore the functionality of these putative neurons, we presented the anesthetized Starling with auditory stimuli (eg. the subject’s own song). We report that single unit activity (SUA) from surface channels is driven by the presentation of auditory stimuli and is akin to the SUA from depth channels. To date, this is this first time that a relationship between sensory input and surface SUA has been demonstrated and we are the second group to demonstrate surface SUA, to the best of our knowledge.
Figure 3-1: Experimental paradigm and spiking activity. A) Anesthetized European Starling hears auditory stimuli (eg. it’s own song), while simultaneously recording from the surface and depth. B) The target recording site is HVC. The surface probe is placed over it while the depth probe is inserted into it. HVC is at the top of the auditory and speech hierarchy as shown in the schematic of the songbird circuit. C) Picture of surface grid placed on top of the brain and a depth probe penetrating into the brain through the surface grid. Highlighted in pink rectangles are the two holes where the depth probe can be inserted. D) Spectrogram of the stimulus, which in this case, was the bird’s own song. E) Eight high-pass filtered time series from 4 surface (red) and 4 depth (blue) electrodes showing spiking activity. The amplitude scale bar is 250μV and is located in the bottom right of the figure.

3.1.2. Methods

3.1.2.1. Probes

The surface probe was manufactured in house at UC San Diego, nano3 using microfabrication techniques similar to those described in (Ganji et al., 2017b). It consists of a 2.9μm thin Parlyene C substrate, gold interconnects and electrodes coated with PEDOT:PSS. The
electrodes have a diameter of 20 μm and a spacing of 200 μm and is arranged in a grid consisting of 32 electrodes as shown in Figure 3-1. Functional electrodes usually have an impedance around 75 kΩ as measured in a saline bath. The surface probe has two square holes to allow for a penetrating depth probe to be inserted in between surface electrodes (Figure 3-1). The depth probe is a commercially available silicon shank manufactured by NeuroNexus (Ann Arbor, MI). One of three versions were used throughout the experiments: 16 site probe with 50 μm spacing (A1x16-5mm-50-177-A16), 32 site probe with 3 columns of electrodes staggered with an electrode spacing of 25 μm (A1x32-Poly3-5mm-25s-177-A32) and 32 site probe with a linear array of electrodes spaced 20 μm (A1x32-Edge-5mm-20_177-A32). The contact area of the 16 and 32 site probes is 177 μm². Functional electrode impedance was typically 1 - 2 MΩ as measured in a saline bath.

3.1.2.2. Experiment

Acute experiments were performed on anesthetized European Starlings, which typically weigh 55 - 102 grams are 21.6 cm long. The craniotomies targeted the HVC nucleus, which is known to be important for auditory and speech processing and generation in other avian models such as the well-studied Zebra Finch (Fee et al., 2004; Hahnloser et al., 2002; Schmidt and Konishi, 1998; Vu et al., 1994; Yu and Margoliash, 1996). European Starlings were used for this study because their larger cranium made implantation of the surface probe easier compared to Zebra Finch, which weigh 12 grams and are 9.9 to 10.9 cm long. A 3 x 3 mm window is opened up, the dura is resected, and a thin 100 – 300 μm layer called the tubercle is also removed from the surface. To ensure intimate contact between the surface probe and tissue, cerebral spinal fluid is removed from the surface of the brain by using a pipet to suction the fluid. The surface probe is then placed on top of the brain and then the depth probe is slowly lowered into the brain via one of the two holes.
Pre-recorded songs that the Starling sang and other stimuli such as songs of other birds of the same species and time reversed songs were played to the Starling while anesthetized. For each recording block, two types of stimuli were played to the bird in a random order and in a random interval with a random inter-stimuli interval uniformly distributed between 7 to 12 seconds. Thirty to 60 trials of each stimuli are played to the bird for each recording block.

Electrophysiological recordings of both surface and depth probes were performed by the same data acquisition system, Intan RHD2000 from Intan Technologies (Los Angeles, CA). The Intan RHD2000 USB Controller was connected to a RHD2116 or RHD2132 headstage that was connected to the depth probe and a separate RHD2164 headstage was connected to a surface probe. The following adapter boards were used to connect the probe to the Intan headstage: Flex Adapter\(^5\) (Hermiz et al., 2016) for the surface probe and a Plexon (Dallas, TX) N2T A32-HST/32V adapter for the depth probe. Recordings were sampled at either 20kHz or 30kHz and data was acquired using either the Open Ephys GUI (Siegle et al., 2017) or RHD2000 software provided by Intan. Default Intan filter settings were used with cutoffs set at 0.01 Hz and 7.5kHz for data acquisition.

---

\(^5\) https://github.com/TNEL-UCSD/nacq
3.1.2.3. **Data Analysis**

All recordings were eventually converted to KWD format an HDF5 based data model. Data recorded in Intan’s RHD format was converted to KWD using the following library\(^6\). For visualizing high frequency activity, the raw recordings were high pass filtered forward and backwards using a 3\(^{rd}\) order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 300 Hz and stored as a separate KWD file. Spike sorting was performed using KiloSort (Pachitariu et al., 2016). The post-hoc merge algorithm included in the KiloSort software was used after the main KiloSort algorithm assigned spikes to clusters. The clusters were manually verified by inspecting spike snippets,

---
\(^6\)https://github.com/zekearneodo/intan2kwik
correlograms and principal components space using Phy and custom Matlab scripts. Spike clusters were labeled either single unit (SUA), multi-unit (MUA), noise, or artifact – noise and artifact clusters were thrown out for all analyses. Clusters were deemed to be SUA if a sub-sampling of spike waveforms exhibited features that are stereotypic of action potential waveforms and if all the spikes in that cluster did not have a substantial number of refractory period violations (eg. little to no spikes 0 to 2 ms after spiking). Clusters were deemed to be MUA if the spike waveform resembled that of an action potential waveform but had a substantial number of refractory period violations. An example of each cluster label is provided in the supplementary materials (S-Figure 1).

For stimulus-based analysis, the number of spikes was binned using 5 ms windows (or equivalently 200 Hz). A smoothed estimate of the average spike count was computed by taking the average across all trials and then smoothing with a 5th order moving average filter. The amplitude envelope of the auditory stimulus was estimated by using the Hilbert transform, low pass filtering and then downsampling down to 200 Hz to match the sample rate of the spiking activity.

The delay between the auditory stimulus and neural response was estimated by using the autocorrelation. That is, the autocorrelation between the average smoothed spike count and the amplitude envelope of the auditory stimulus was computed for lags less than 200 ms – lags greater than 200 ms are assumed to not be physiologically plausible and thus spurious. The peak (in absolute value) lag is determined to be the delay and the auditory stimulus is shifted forward by this amount so that the neural response and auditory stimulus are coherent.
We decided to focus our analyses on the initial response to the stimulus because it appeared to yield the largest and most robust neural response. The onset of the first sound was found by manually inspecting the spectrograms of the stimuli. 200 ms prior to the onset and 300 ms after the onset were taken to be the window of interest over which the subsequent metrics were computed.

The Pearson correlation is computed between the average spike count and envelope of the auditory stimulus. Since there are 2 auditory stimuli played to the subject, the one that yielded the higher correlation was considered. Correlations that had a p > 0.01 (Bonferroni corrected) were deemed spurious and not included in the presented analyses. Similarly, only the effect size and the lag of neural responses that were significantly correlated with the auditory stimulus are considered.

In order to quantify the magnitude of the response, a metric we call the effect size was computed. The definition of effect size is: $(\mu_{\text{peak}} - \mu_{\text{base}})/\sigma_{\text{base}}$, where $\mu_{\text{peak}}$ is the average spike count in 5 ms bins in a window of +/- 50 ms about the peak response. $\mu_{\text{base}}$ is the average spike

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Surface (n=18)</th>
<th>Depth (n=41)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration</strong></td>
<td>0.167 ms</td>
<td>0.5 ms</td>
<td>8.2e-5</td>
<td>Rank sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spike Rate</strong></td>
<td>2.68 Hz</td>
<td>1.11 Hz</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>Rank sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amplitude</strong></td>
<td>56.7 μV</td>
<td>107.2 μV</td>
<td>1.8e-3</td>
<td>Rank sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trough/Peak</strong></td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>3.9e-6</td>
<td>Rank sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symmetry</strong></td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>9.6e-4</td>
<td>Rank sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bursts or Not</strong></td>
<td>9/18=50%</td>
<td>31/41=76%</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>Chi-square</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1: Single unit characterization and statistics.
count in 5 ms bins in a baseline window lasting 1 sec prior to the stimulus presentation. Finally, \( \sigma_{base} \) is the standard deviation of the spike counts in the baseline window.

Unless specified otherwise, all analyses were performed using custom Matlab software (Natick, MA).

3.1.3. Results

3.1.3.1. Spike characterization

Single and multi-unit activity from the surface probe was detected across all 5 subjects studied. Specifically, in 4 out of the 5 subjects, single unit activity (SUA) was detected, whereas multi-unit activity (MUA) was detected in all subjects (see Methods and Supplementary section for definition of SUA and MUA as well as examples). The unit yield, which is defined to be the number of channel where there is SUA (or MUA) divided by the total number of physical electrodes, for the surface probes ranges from 0 to close to 40% across the subjects (Figure 3-2). In all but two cases, the surface probe SUA and MUA yield was below 20%. Similarly, for the depth unit yield, 2 out of 4 subjects had low yield (below 20%), but in the other two cases yield was greater than 50%, reaching nearly 100% in one case (S-Figure 1). Examples of SUA detected on both the depth and surface probe are shown in Figure 3-2A-B along with their respective inter-spike interval (ISI). The depth and
Surface spike waveforms appear to have different features such as the duration and relative trough and peak amplitudes. Here, the peak is defined as the minimum point in the waveform and the trough is the maximum point that occurs after the peak. Furthermore, duration is defined to be the time between the peak and trough. The depth spikes appear to have a longer duration and larger peak relative to trough than do the surface spikes. This appears to be the case over the entire dataset of depth and surface SUA (Figure 3-2D). In Figure 3-2D, the peak-to-trough latency is plotted against trough-to-peak ratio for all depth and surface SUA. There is a clear cluster of surface SUA in the lower left portion of the graph, whereas the depth SUA occupies the upper portion of the graph. Additional spike statistics are computed for depth and surface SUA (Table 3-1). The median

Figure 3-3: Stimulus driven responses. A) Spectrogram of a stimulus example. In this case, the stimulus was bird’s own song. B) Spike rate for a surface (red) and depth (blue) single unit. C) Zoom-in of A on the first 4.5 sec. The black line is the envelope of the amplitude. D) Rasters showing single unit activity from a surface (red) and depth (blue) unit over repeated trials. The red and blue lines is the average smoothed activity across trials for the surface and depth unit, respectively. Empirical cumulative distribution function for E) correlation and F) effective for surface (red) and depth (blue) units.
values for depth and surface as well as the p-value comparing the distributions of surface and depth for each statistic is listed in (Table 3-2). The p-values for all these features are either close to or well below 0.05 indicating that there is systematic difference in the surface and depth SUA characteristics.

Table 3-2: Stimulus evoked responses statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Surface (n = 9 out of 18)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Depth (n = 23 out of 41)</strong></th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>Rank sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect Size</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>Rank sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>65 ms</td>
<td>30 ms</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>Rank sum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.3.2. **Stimulus response**

The depth and surface single unit activity (SUA) was modulated by auditory stimuli. An example of the modulation can be seen in Figure 3-3A-D. In Figure 3-3A-C, the spectrogram of the auditory stimulus, which in this case was the bird’s own song, is plotted alongside the average spike rate that has been smoothed using a Gaussian filter. Both the depth and surface spike rates appear to modulated by features of the stimuli, particularly in the beginning of the stimuli. Figure 3-3C-D, zooms in on the activity that happen within the first 4.5 sec of the stimuli. Figure 3-3C shows the spectrogram of the stimuli with the amplitude envelope plotted on top of the spectrogram. Figure 3-3D shows rasters with average spike rate plotted on top. There appears to be a strong response due to the initial sound and a smaller response at 3 sec due to the presentation of a particular vocalization. However, when this vocalization is presented again at around 4 sec and it does not appear to illicit a noticeable response. The responsivity to various vocalizations and contexts in HVC in anesthetized European Starling has not been well studied. To date, the
authors have only identified one study in HVC of anesthetized European Starling that characterizes neuronal response to various categories of auditory stimuli (George et al., 2005). Important future work, will be to fully characterize the effect of various sounds and their context on SUA and MUA in HVC of anesthetized and awake European Starling. For this work, we focused on characterizing the response due to the initial sound presented to the subject because the neural response appeared to be strongest and most robust during this window. This large initial response is not surprising because prior to the presentation of the stimuli there is a prolonged period of silence (7-12 seconds). The initial response was initially quantified by first computing the Pearson correlation between the average spike count and the amplitude envelope of the stimulus after correcting for neural delay (see Methods). The correlation was computed in a 500 ms window centered about the onset of the first sound. Correlations were deemed spurious if they had an associated p < 0.01 (Bonferroni corrected). To quantify the magnitude of the response, a metric we call the effect size was computed for neural responses that were significantly correlated with the stimulus. The effect size captures the difference in spiking activity between a peak response window and a baseline window normalized by variation in the baseline spiking activity (see Methods for precise definition). The empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) for depth and surface correlation and effect size are shown in Figure 3-3E-F. The CDF for correlation appears to indicate that there is slightly more correlation among the depth SUA than the surface SUA, while the CDF for the effect size appear to indicate that the effect size is larger for surface SUA than depth SUA. In both cases, statistical tests return p-values well above 0.05 indicating the difference in correlation and effect size between these two populations is not significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum test). It is important to note that this analysis was limited to n_{sur} = 9 and n_{dep} = 23 for surface and depth SUA respectively, because SUA with non-significant responses were eliminated for this analysis. The
small number of datapoints limits the statistical power in the hypothesis testing. The median values of correlation, effect size and latency as well as associate p-value are listed in Table 3-2.

3.1.4. Discussion

Single unit activity (SUA) from the surface of Starling brain was presented. Surface SUA waveform and spike timing characteristics appear to be distinct from depth SUA properties. In particular, peak-to-trough latency was significantly shorter for surface SUA than depth SUA (Figure 3-2). Furthermore, the ratio of trough-to-peak amplitudes was closer to unity in absolute value than depth SUA indicating the peak and trough amplitudes are closer to each other for surface SUA (Figure 3-2). This suggests at least two possibilities: surface and depth are biased to sample different 1) cell types or 2) locations on a cell. Different waveforms shapes can be explained by both hypotheses (Buzsáki et al., 2012). HVC consists of several types of neurons including projections neurons, which target other nuclei including robust nucleus of arcopallium (RA) and basal ganglia nucleus (X) as well as interneurons, which stay within HVC. These different neuron types have different morphologies (Benezra et al., 2018) but it is unclear what the superficial spatial distribution of these neurons are and if surface electrodes are biased towards sensing a particular neuron type or part. In mammalian brain, cortical neuronal organization and morphology has been well characterized. In recent work by Hill and Rios et al, they performed a modeling study using rodent anatomy to investigate which neurons theoretically contributed to micro-ECoG. Their modeling results indicate that only superficial layer I neurons no deeper than 60μm can be sensed by current micro-ECoG electrodes (Hill et al., 2018). An analogous study in songbird would help to determine the origin of surface single units in this class of animals and is important future work.
Stimulus driven surface SUA is also demonstrated. Examples of putative neuron average spike rate show a marked increase when initially presented with an auditory stimulus after a silence period of at least 7 sec. Overall, half ($n_{\text{sur}} = 9$ out 18) of the surface single units were considered to be significantly correlated to the amplitude envelope of the initial phase of the stimuli. Correlation values of surface SUA were slightly lower, yet comparable to depth SUA. Effect size for surface SUA was larger than depth SUA and interestingly, stimulus to neural response latency was larger for surface SUA. However, differences between correlation, effect size and latency of surface and depth SUA were not significant as determined by hypothesis testing. This could be in part to the limited number of data points ($n_{\text{sur}} = 9$ and $n_{\text{dep}} = 24$), which reduces statistical power. A larger number of stimulus driven single units would help to elucidate differences, if they exist, in the response of surface and depth SUA, which is important future work.

For this work, we focused on the initial neural response due to the first sound presented in the stimuli after a silence period. We chose this window because it appeared to produce a large and robust neural response. However, it is important to investigate the neural response of a wide spectrum of sounds and contexts. An important question that remains is whether the sensory encoding of superficial neurons is rich enough to probe the neural circuits of speech and auditory processing. Indeed, this will need to be investigated prior to realizing a speech decoder in songbird.

Another important future direction of this work is to design a chronic experiment with an awake, free behaving songbird. In a chronic experiment, it will be possible to attempt to decode produced vocalizations in a manner similar to (Arneodo et al., 2017). We hope that this work will lead towards the realization of a chronic speech decoder in songbird and the eventual translation to human speech prosthetic that will aid disabled individuals who do not have the ability to speak.
3.2. Human Micro-ECoG

Now, I describe micro-ECoG recorded from human subjects recorded in the clinic. Using the neural acquisition presented in Chapter 1 and PEDOT coated micro-ECoG arrays, we measured a collection of relevant physiological signals in the micro-ECoG recording.

3.2.1. Methods

3.2.1.1. Acquisition

Patients S1-S3 undergoing clinical mapping of eloquent cortex provided informed consent to have the microarray placed on their pial surface and to participate in a 10-minute task. The PEDOT microarray was placed on the superior temporal gyrus (STG): anterior STG for Subject 2 (S2) and posterior STG for Subject 1 & 3 (S1, S3). UC San Diego Health Institutional Review Board (IRB) reviewed and approved study protocol.

Patient S4 provided informed consent to have microarray placed on their pial while unconscious. The electrode was implanted on the lateral surface of the temporal lobe across the superior and middle temporal gyrus. The Partners Human Research Committee reviewed and approved the IRB protocol at Brigham and Women’s Hospital.

S2 read visual words, repeated auditory words, and named visual pictures. S3 saw a 3-letter string (GUH, SEE) and then heard an auditory 2-phoneme combination, making a decision whether the visual and auditory stimuli matched. Interspersed were visual control trials in which a false font was followed by a real auditory stimulus and auditory control trials in which a real letter string was followed by a 6-band noise-vocoded 2-phoneme combination.

We used our clinic compatible, open source electrophysiology (ephys) system based on Intan technology (Los Angeles, CA) to record acutely during neurosurgery. The details of the
system have been published (Hermiz et al., 2016) and the design files and software are freely available on https://github.com/TNEL-UCSD/nacq and is briefly discussed below.

The system is capable of recording 256 channels at 20 kHz and features 5 kV RMS power isolation. The purpose of an isolator is to protect the patient from hardware malfunctions and/or power surges. The system consists of an adapter, amplifier & digitizer (Intan RHD2164), power isolator and USB buffering board (RHD2000). The adapter has switches, which can connect a subset of electrodes to reference (REF) or ground (GND). Typically, 2 macrodots are connected to REF while GND is connected to an external needle probe (The Electrode Store, Buckley, WA) that is inserted in the scalp near the craniotomy. The signals are then amplified and digitized by the RHD2164, passed through the power isolator, then buffered and sent via USB to a laptop.

Since ephys components are within several feet of the surgical site, these components were sterilized via standard methods at each of the participating hospitals. The adapter and RHD2164 were sterilized using an electronics friendly process called Sterrad. Sterrad is a low temperature sterilization method that uses hydrogen peroxide plasma to eliminate microbes. We found that there were no obvious effects to the hardware the first three to five sterilization runs.

The clinical recording system is an Xltek 128 channels (Natus Neurology, Pleasanton, CA). For patients S1-S3, the sampling frequency is 500 Hz (70 Hz cutoff) and for S4, it is 250 Hz (83.33 Hz cutoff). Clinical signals are referenced using a bi-polar configuration, which enhances signal differences between recording channels. On the other hand, research electrodes were measured with a uni-polar configuration which results in measuring signals with less differences.
3.2.1.2. Analysis & Statistical Methods

The following software and toolboxes were used: MATLAB, EEGLAB and the Fieldtrip, Chronux toolboxes.

In Figure 3-4, power spectral densities were estimated using Welch’s method (pwelch) using a Kaiser Window of length 0.75 seconds with $\beta=4$. An entire time period of 10 seconds was used with 50% between windows. Confidence intervals (c.i.) were computed by pwelch and the expression for c.i. is equation 5.3.64 from Statistical and Adaptive Signal Processing: Spectral Estimation, Signal Modeling, Adaptive Filtering and Array Processing (Manolakis et al., 2000). The time-frequency plot was generated using short-time Fourier transform method with Slepian tapers (mtspecgramc from the Chronux toolbox) (Mitra and Bokil, 2009). The moving window is of length 400 msec and step 40 msec. A time-bandwidth product of 5 and 5 tapers were used. The power was converted to units of dB then z-scored across to highlight temporal dynamics. Figure 3-5 uses the same method to compute PSDs as Figure 3. The only difference is that a time period of 20 seconds was used.

For the analysis in Figure 5, the data was low-pass filtered at 400Hz and then downsampled to 1000 Hz. To remove noise, the average signal of the microdot electrodes was subtracted from each channel (average re-reference) and each channel was then bandstopped around line noise and its harmonics. Next, the data was epoched to the onset of stimulus presentation (visual word/picture/auditory word onset for S2, visual word onset for S3) and for each trial the baseline from -300ms-to-0ms was subtracted. Trials judged to have artificually high amplitude or variances were removed from the dataset. To investigate differences between stimulus classes in the high-frequency band, amplitude was obtained using a 4th-order Butterworth bandpass filter from 70-170Hz and then taking the analytic amplitude from the Hilbert transform and smoothed.
with a moving window. ANOVAs were run between stimuli classes and corrected for multiple comparisons with false-discovery rate (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). S2 had 60 trials for each condition (visual word, auditory word, visual picture). S3 had 157 trials for the human voice and 80 trials for noise-vocoded stimulus. For the time-frequency plots, epochs were transformed from the time domain to the time–frequency domain using the complex Morlet wavelet transform. For the HFB frequencies, constant temporal and frequency resolution across target frequencies were obtained by adjusting the wavelet widths according to the target frequency. The wavelet widths increase linearly from 14 to 38 resulting in a constant temporal resolution of 16 ms.

3.2.2. Results

Having shown the favorable characteristics of our PEDOT:PSS electrodes compared to Pt electrodes, next we assessed our electrodes’ ability to measure human electrophysiological activity. We performed intraoperative recordings in both anesthetized patients and patients undergoing clinical mapping of eloquent cortex during epilepsy and tumor resection surgery. The recordings reported consist of testing with four individuals: three at UC San Diego (UCSD) Thornton Hospital (La Jolla, CA) and one at Brigham and Women's (BW) Hospital (Boston, MA). At UCSD, we performed recordings using PEDOT:PSS from Subject 1 (S1) both while awake and while unconscious, and from Subjects 2 and 3 (S2 & S3) while performing a cognitive task. At BW, Subject 4 (S4) was unconscious during the recordings.

As an initial analysis, we demonstrate that PEDOT record comparable activity to current clinical electrodes (Figure 3-4). Here we compare electrophysiology from the macrodot Pt (clinical electrodes), versus the macrodot and microdot PEDOT:PSS electrodes during two different states
for S1 when the electrodes were implanted on the anterior superior temporal gyrus. The first state is awake and is engaged in an audio-visual task (see methods for details) versus the second state of anesthesia with Propofol and Dexmedetomidine. As expected there were readily observable differences in electrophysiological recordings between the two states as illustrated in power spectral densities (PSD) (Figure 3-4a-c), time-frequency plots and time series (Figure 3-4d-g).
There is markedly higher power in the anesthetized condition and in particular in the 12–17 Hz range, indicative of spindle-like activity (Figure 3-4a-c). Spindling has been reported in deeply anesthetized patients under the drug Dexmedetomidine (Huupponen et al., 2008). Time-frequency
plots also appear to show spindling and other dynamic neural activity (Figure 3-4d,e). Clinical ECoG using standard of care electrodes (3 mm Pt) were recorded alongside PEDOT ECoG. A PSD of a clinical electrode shows comparable effects to those measured by the PEDOT electrodes: (1) increased power during the anesthetized condition and (2) a prominent peak around the alpha range for the task condition. However, there are differences between the clinical and PEDOT electrodes in terms of the differential power of the two conditions. The PSDs are significantly different from each other based on their 95% confidence interval (c.i.) up to 30 Hz and 42 and 44 Hz, for a clinical, macro and micro electrode, respectively (Figure 3a-c). This suggests that PEDOT electrodes are more sensitive at sensing neural activity which is consistent with previously reported EIS (Ganji et al., 2017b). This demonstrates that physiologically expected effects observed in the clinical ECoG are also seen in micro PEDOT electrodes and that they may be sensed with higher fidelity.

Another example of consistent physiological effects observed across electrode types is shown in Figure 4. S4 was undergoing a standard non-dominant temporal lobe resection. Prior to removal, clinical and PEDOT electrodes were placed on the lateral surface of the temporal lobe across the superior and middle temporal gyrus. After recording under usual anesthetic conditions, a dose of Methohexital (Brevital) was administrated with the intention of increasing epileptiform activity (Kofke et al., 1997; Wyler et al., 1987). As expected, this caused a significant increase in epileptiform activity after several minutes as illustrated in the time traces across the electrode types (Figure 3-5a,b). The time traces are taken over two windows: T1 which was shortly after the Methohexital (Brevital) dose and T2 which occurred 200 s after T1. PSDs for T1 and T2 are plotted
for clinical, PEDOT macro and micro (Figure 3-5c-e, respectively) showing the same trend: more activity in T2. Additionally, there is a larger power difference measured by the PEDOT electrodes than the clinical electrodes again indicating that they are more sensitive to higher frequency (> 15 Hz) neural activity. Insets of Figure 3-5c-e show snippets of an interictal epileptic discharge (IED) that occurred concurrently across the electrodes with different waveform morphologies. PEDOT
electrodes showed a larger increase from baseline power due to Methohexital (Brevital) demonstrating their potential clinical utility.

To further examine spatial specificity, we analyzed stimulus-locked cognitive activity in two patients. Recordings were made from the anterior superior temporal gyrus for S2 (Figure 3-6a) and from the posterior superior temporal gyrus for S3 (Figure 3-6d) while each was awake for the clinical mapping of eloquent cortex. While awake, each also performed a short task (see methods). S2 verbally responded on >95% of naming trials and S3 made a correct match/mismatch decision on 98% of trials.

Spectrograms demonstrated increases in high-frequency power specific to certain stimuli classes: auditory words for S2 (Figure 3-6c) and noise-vocoded stimuli for S3 (Figure 3-5f)(Souza and Rosen, 2009). The most consistent difference across electrodes was in the frequency ranges commonly referred to as ‘high-gamma’, here defined as 70-170Hz (Figure 3-5c,f show the responses for 3 neighboring example channels from each subject). This high-frequency band amplitude (HFB) is highly correlated with population neuronal firing rates (Supratim Ray et al., 2008). To better assess this HFB response, we looked at the response averages across electrodes.

Of the 56 micro-contacts, 42 in S2 and 34 in S3 were functional, as determined by impedance < 60,000 ohms. While reference autoclave experiments here and in (Uguz et al., 2016) showed negligible influence on the microarray impedances (Ganji et al., 2017b), some of the microarray dots displayed higher impedances after transportation and autoclave by hospital personnel as determined by impedance measurements just prior to the recordings. In S2, 16 of 42 good electrodes demonstrated a significant (p<0.05 false-discovery rate corrected) increase to auditory words relative to visual words and pictures (38% of electrodes). In S3, 31 of 34 electrodes demonstrated a significant increase (p<0.05 false-discovery rate corrected) to auditory noise-
vocoded trials relative to human voice trials (91% of electrodes). S3 also saw a visual bigram prior to the auditory stimulus, but showed no significant response across electrodes to visual stimuli. Figure 3-5b,e show the HFB of the six example electrodes chosen from a 3x2 portion of the grid, demonstrating that the presence of an effect and the variability of the effect size can vary across distances as small as (400μm).

3.2.3. Discussion

Here we report the fabrication of a highly reproducible, high-yield PEDOT:PSS microarray, demonstrate PEDOT:PSS possesses superior impedance characteristics compared to Pt clinical electrodes, and show the first PEDOT:PSS recorded stimulus-locked human cognitive activity. A variety of structural studies confirm PEDOT:PSS is safe for implantation and our microarray had a high yield of functional microelectrodes (>96% functional) with a very narrow distribution of impedances. Microelectrodes measured similar electrophysiological phenomena as macrodots made of either PEDOT:PSS or Pt across anesthetized, awake, and pathological states despite the microelectrode’s 4 orders of magnitude smaller area. PEDOT electrodes exhibited larger differential power among various conditions (Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5) than clinical electrodes indicating they have more sensitivity. Finally, we demonstrated that the PEDOT:PSS microelectrode array was capable of resolving differences in cognitive responses across cortical tissue over distances as small as 400μm.

In other cases, PEDOT micro-electrodes recorded highly similar signals as compared to the clinical electrodes as shown in Figure 4a and 4b. This can partly be attributed to referencing schemes (see methods), but is undoubtedly a result of sensing signals much closer to each other (400μm – 3mm vs 1 –5 cm) (Bundy et al., 2014; Slutzky et al., 2010). Measuring highly similar signals has advantages and disadvantages, which change depending on use case. An advantage for
measuring highly similar or redundant signals is that they may help denoise a collective signal or feature when combined intelligently. For example, interictal epileptic discharges, IEDs, are difficult to detect using automated algorithms and even challenging for trained electrophysiologists. IED detection might be improved if there were multiple redundant views of the signal which could increase detection confidence. This concept has been used by electrophysiologists to better detect action potentials from single units (eg. tetrode designs). This potential motivates investigation of high density or mixed density surface probe designs, even if sensed signals appear to be highly similar (Slutzky et al., 2010).

As electrode development pushes towards decreasing contact size to increase spatial specificity, PEDOT:PSS contacts facilitate high SNR recordings and have a number of favorable characteristics. The spin-casting approach used in our fabrication provides a consistent electrochemical interface and insignificant morphological changes post-sterilization (Uguz et al., 2016). This approach leads to a very high yield of functioning electrodes (>96%) with a narrow range of impedances. The EIS impedances for PEDOT:PSS are smaller than those for Pt which in turn results in lower noise power spectral density than those of Pt (Ganjii et al., 2017b). This difference is significant because cognitive processes that are generally observed at low frequencies (theta, gamma, and low frequency oscillations) need to be measured with the lowest possible electrode noise. Additionally, important information about neuronal firing in the high-frequency bands has a very low amplitude, making it critical to maximize SNR.

Combining these reliably low impedances with several other favorable characteristics makes PEDOT:PSS a strong contender for leading the next generation of neural electrochemical interfaces. These additional characteristics include high charge injection capacity (safe/efficient stimulation) (Cogan, 2008; Merrill et al., 2005; Vadim S. Polikov et al., 2005), compliant
mechanical properties for mimicking the curvilinear brain tissue and to compensate brain micromotion in order to reduce tissue damage (Abidian and Martin, 2009; Cogan et al., 2016; Green et al., 2012), and enhanced biocompatible electrode/tissue interfaces to minimize biofouling (Hatsopoulos and Donoghue, 2009; Vetter et al., 2004; Vodovotz et al., 2006). With higher channel counts being achievable via passive wiring or active multiplexing, PEDOT:PSS presents a great opportunity to achieve high-density, high-SNR arrays, with greatly increased spatial specificity.

Despite the promise of PEDOT:PSS for neural recording, we are only aware of one group which displayed human neural recordings from a PEDOT:PSS device (Khodagholy et al., 2016, 2014). They demonstrated that PEDOT:PSS electrodes with an area of 10 x 10 μm² can sense a wide variety of neurophysiological activity including low frequency oscillations (beta, delta and spindle activity) and high frequency action potentials. They validated these neurophysiological signals by showing they are modulated by other neurophysiological signals and coarse conditions such as awake or under a variety of anesthesia, similar to our results in Figure 3-4. However, they have not demonstrated how the sensed neurophysiology is modulated by sensory stimulus or cognitive processing, which is one of the main contributions of this work. Interestingly, we did not detect action potentials, which may have been caused by excessive CSF between the pial surface and probe, which acts as a spatial low pass filter. In (Khodagholy et al., 2016), they suggest adding openings homogenously throughout the probe to allow CSF to flow over the probe as well as minimizing the amount of CSF near the probe (Khodagholy et al., 2016). Additionally, the device presented in our study has a larger electrode size (50 μm diameter vs 10 μm diameter), which may have prevented the electrodes from sensing action potentials. Finally, the neurogrid device makes use of a tetrode-like design, concentrating 4 electrodes every 2000μm as opposed to our grid
placing 1 electrode every 400μm. Future studies will need to determine optimal electrode design, which will undoubtedly vary for different clinical and experimental questions.

Finally, we examined the ability of PEDOT:PSS microgrid arrays to measure stimulus-locked cognitive responses to audiovisual stimuli. Neural responses to stimuli showed increases in power in high frequencies, likely related to neuronal firing (S. Ray et al., 2008). These increases proved to reliably discriminate different stimuli, both between language modalities (S2) and within a single language modality (S3). Further, the high-frequency amplitude and effects differed within a displacement of 400 μm, demonstrating the great spatial specificity possible with PEDOT:PSS micro-electrodes.

The utility of high-density, high-SNR arrays with high spatial resolution is straightforward within the context of basic science. PEDOT:PSS micro-arrays can extend the ability of intracranial research to identify precisely the borders of functional regions and tease apart the information processing micro-circuitry operations within these regions. Perhaps more important is the great potential for PEDOT:PSS clinical applications as well and the potential for higher SNR and higher spatial resolution ECoG to improve patient outcomes for surgical brain resections. The current gold standard for sparing eloquent, motor, and sensory cortex during resections is direct cortical stimulation to map brain function. In addition to this gold standard, recent work demonstrates the potential use of recorded HFB activity as a complementary method for functional mapping (Darvas et al., 2010). The surgeon often faces a very difficult tradeoff of maximizing resection extent to remove pathological tissue and thus improve the patient’s health, while preserving as much function as possible. The coarse spacing, limited channel count, and non-conformability of the currently used electrode substrate constrain the resolution of the information available to make a decision about this tradeoff. PEDOT:PSS electrodes provide safe and efficient stimulation in
addition to their high-SNR recording ability and conformable characteristics. Using future arrays combining the excellent stimulation and recording capabilities of PEDOT:PSS, neurosurgeons would be more confident in the functional boundaries of the exposed cortex, and thus be able to make a more informed decision of which tissue to resect. Development of these arrays is facilitated by the fact that PEDOT:PSS electrode fabrication allows quickly iterated designs. Eventually, working together, surgeons and researchers will be able to develop arrays that are effective for optimizing post-surgical outcomes (Abidian et al., 2010; Cui et al., 2001; Green et al., 2008; Heim et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2010; Park et al., 2010; Rivnay et al., 2016).

Chapter 4.

Enhanced Neural State Estimation

In the previous chapter, I relied on known neural signals to validate micro-ECoG and compared these signals to those capture on conventional electrodes. In Chapter 4, I will take another approach to validate micro-ECoG. The central question of this chapter is what is the value of high-density micro-ECoG? To answer this question several strategies, which utilized machine learning techniques are taken. First an idealized theoretical model of the spatial extent of neural signal and noise is developed. By sampling space in different ways, I investigate how the spatial parameters of the neural signal affect decoding discrete neural states. Second, I employ this sub-sampling strategy on empirical data (high-gamma activity) from human subjects to determine if 400 μm pitch grids can outperform sub-sampled virtual grids with 800 μm or 1200 μm spacing.

4.1. Introduction

A major question raised in the advancement of μECoG technology is, “How dense should surface grids be?” There is likely no universal answer to this question, since relevant parameters are application dependent and, in particular, the spatial characteristics of neural activity could vary between cortical regions and functional settings. Previous simulation and empirical studies have used spatial spectral techniques to estimate the ideal spacing to be 1.25mm (Freeman et al., 2000; Slutzky et al., 2010). Other empirical works have quantified spatial characteristics by using similarity metrics such as channel correlation vs channel distance (Chang, 2015; Insanally et al., 2016; Kellis et al., 2016; Muller et al., 2016b; Trumpis et al., 2017a) with the interpretation that steeper falloffs indicate that high density grids are advantageous. However, a well-defined functional interpretation of these falloff curves has not been established. In this work, we develop
an illustrative model to gain an intuition for how spatial signal and noise properties affect the performance gap between high and low density grids from a machine learning perspective. Furthermore, we apply this perspective to examine sub-millimeter pitch grid recordings from the human cortical surface.

Typical adult clinical ECoG probes have an interelectrode spacings (“pitch”) of 1cm, and research grids with pitches as low as 30μm have been used intraoperatively (i.e. Neurogrid) (Chang, 2015; Khodagholy et al., 2016, 2014). Previous electrophysiology studies demonstrated that grids with pitches below 1cm capture richer electrophysiology, and a number of research studies employ “HD-ECoG” grids with 3-4mm pitch that are manufactured by the same companies with the same processes and materials as standard adult clinical grids (Chang, 2015; Flinker et al., 2011; Flint et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016). However, the anatomic organization of cortex motivates the exploration of higher resolution probes. Anatomically, much of the cortex seems to be organized into mini-columns with a diameter of ~50μ, and functional columns have been identified in various sensory and motor systems with varying diameters, often ~ 400μ (Horton and
Adams, 2005; Rockland, 2010). However, there is great variability across species and areas, and in particular columns have never been demonstrated in human associative cortex (Horton and Adams, 2005; Rockland, 2010). Previous works have demonstrated sub-mm probes can capture novel electrophysiological detail on micro-meter scale (Ganji et al., 2017b; Kaiju et al., 2017; Khodagholy et al., 2016, 2014; Viventi et al., 2011). In human studies of sub-millimeter pitch ECoG grids, recorded signals are evaluated using measures of electrophysiological signal similarity (e.g. correlation, coherence) (Insanally et al., 2016; Kellis et al., 2016; Leah Muller et al., 2016b; Trumpis et al., 2017a). While these measures provide insight into potential utility of higher density recordings, they do not provide a direct connection into the potential of higher spatial resolution devices to more accurately estimate neural state. Evaluating changes in functionally relevant neural states is crucial both for basic neurophysiology studies and for the development of neural prosthetic devices. Although neural state is an abstract concept, we can consider a concrete instantiation of neural state by utilizing cognitive tasks to drive areas of interest towards different states (eg. hearing human voice vs noise). Then we apply machine learning algorithms to evaluate if the additional views of neural state provided by higher resolution recording improves our ability to classify task conditions from neural activity alone. In this work, we compare the classification accuracy of 400μm, 800μm, and 1200μm pitch grids from two subjects. Intraoperative recordings were made with a 400μm grid and has electrodes arranged in a 7x8 grid with an electrode diameter of 50μm (Figure 4-1B). The electrodes were coated with PEDOT:PSS, which facilitates higher signal to noise ratio recording from small area electrodes than conventional metal electrodes (Ganji et al., 2017b; Khodagholy et al., 2011). Subjects were engaged in audio-visual tasks, where multiple classes of time-locked stimuli were presented and classified based on neural signal features. We generated 800μm, and 1200μm pitch “virtual” grids
by sub-sampling the 7x8 grid similar to Muller et al, who suggests that 2mm can outperform 4mm and 8mm grids (Leah Muller et al., 2016a). In this work, we evaluate grids with 25x the density of this previous study while also adding controls for channel count and coverage area (Figure 4-1C). Similar work was also performed in rats with 200μm pitch grid (Ledochowitsch et al., 2013) and in monkey with 700μm pitch grid (Kaiju et al., 2017), albeit with differing analyses that may not directly translate to humans. Here, we show that 400μm spaced grids can significantly outperform 800μm and 1200μm when controlling for coverage area.

4.2. Methods

4.2.1. Modeling

Table 4-1: Commonly used symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>σs</td>
<td>characteristic length for signal</td>
<td>σs</td>
<td>signal across channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>characteristic length for noise</td>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>channel co-variance matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>signal amplitude for center channel</td>
<td>d²m</td>
<td>squared Mahalanobis distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>measurements across channels</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>difference in squared Mahal. distance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1.1. Description

To explore when higher density grids might outperform (or underperform) comparable lower density grids, a model was developed and studied under various circumstances. Let \( x \) be a \( d \)-dimensional measurement or feature vector of real numbers, where \( d \) is the channel count. In general, \( x \) is assumed to include signal and additive noise.

\[
x = s + n
\]

Two conditional random variables are defined \( x_p = x|c = p \) and \( x_{np} = x|c = np \), where \( c \) denotes the class a particular feature vector belongs to: \( p \) (preferred stimuli) or \( np \) (non-preferred stimuli). We will assume only the preferred stimuli has signal. Previous studies have shown that
correlation between raw channels measurements and features derived from various frequency bands can fit reasonably well to an exponential decay (Insanally et al., 2016; Kellis et al., 2016; Leah Muller et al., 2016b; Trumpis et al., 2017a). This motivated defining the signal to decay exponentially with respect to Euclidean distance from the peak activation site.

\[ s_i = a \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{|r_i - r_{ctr}|}{\sigma_s} \right) \]

Note, \( r_i \) is the position of the \( i^{th} \) channel and \( r_{ctr} \) is the position of the channel with peak (or center) activation. \( a \) scales the magnitude of signal and, as will subsequently become evident, is the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the center channel. \( \sigma_s \) is the characteristic length for the signal, which is when \( |r_i - r_{ctr}| = \sigma_s \), corresponding to a \( 1/e \approx 0.37 \) decrease in the signal. For simplicity, the noise is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance (\( \Sigma_{ii} = 1 \)), \( n \sim N(0, \Sigma) \); hence, SNR, which is defined to be the mean divided by the standard deviation for the center channel is \( a \).

Again, it is assumed that noise covariance decays exponentially as a function of distance. Here, \( \lambda \) is the characteristic length of noise correlation. So, two electrodes that are spaced \( \lambda \) units apart from each other will have a correlation of \( 1/e \approx 0.37 \).

\[ \Sigma_{ij} = \exp\left(-\frac{|r_i - r_j|}{\lambda}\right) \]

The overall model can be rewritten as

\[ x_p \sim N(s, \Sigma) \]

\[ x_{np} \sim N(0, \Sigma) \]
4.2.1.2. Analysis

This simple, yet plausible model allows us to explore situations in which higher density grids outperform lower density grids. We are mainly interested in two comparisons: 1) fix area and vary channel count (or equivalently pitch) and 2) fix channel count and vary pitch (or equivalently area). In order to compare grids, we need a metric. Since $\mathbf{x}_p$ and $\mathbf{x}_{np}$ are drawn from multivariate normal distributions with the same covariance matrix, the natural choice is the Mahalanobis distance, $d_m$ between the means of the distributions.

$$d_m^2 = \mathbf{s}^T \Sigma^{-1} \mathbf{s}$$

In fact, researchers in related work have used the Mahalanobis distance to score “evoked signal-to-noise ratio” in trials indicating that these assumptions are reasonable (Insanally et al., 2016; Trumpis et al., 2017a). Intuitively, $d_m$ is the average separation between feature vectors from the preferred and non-preferred stimuli. The larger the separation, the more discriminable the two classes of data are. What we are interested in is how that separation changes as a function of grid density. That is, the difference or difference squared,

$$\Delta = d_{m,hd}^2 - d_{m,ld}^2$$

To gain an intuition for when higher density grids have an advantage, we compute analytical expressions for $\Delta$ in the two-channel case: 1) the difference between two vs one channel, $\Delta_{2,1}$ and 2) the difference between two channels that are 1 unit apart vs 2 units apart, $\Delta_{2,2'}$:

$$\Delta_{2,1} = \frac{(s_2 - s_1 \Sigma_{21})^2}{1 - \Sigma_{21}^2}$$

$$\Delta_{2,2'} = \frac{(s_2 - s_1 \Sigma_{21})^2}{(1 - \Sigma_{21}^2)} - \frac{(s_{2'} - s_1 \Sigma_{2'1})^2}{(1 - \Sigma_{2'1}^2)}$$

See supplementary materials for derivation. As is obvious from Eqn 8 and 9, there is a singularity when $\Sigma_{21} = 1$ or $\Sigma_{2'1} = 1$. This occurs because the squared Mahalanobis distance, $d_{x_1,x_2}^2$ or
\[ d^2_{x_1 x_2'} \] cannot be computed as \( \det(\Sigma) \) becomes undefined and \( \Sigma \) uninvertible. This likely never occurs in practice as there is always measurement noise that is not perfectly correlated across channels.

### 4.2.1.3. Time Series

A simple time series extension of the spatial model is described. The measurement vector, \( \mathbf{x} \) that has \( d \) elements for the number of channels becomes a matrix, \( \mathbf{X} \) that is \( d \times T \), where \( T \) is number of time samples. Again, we will assume in general that the signal is deterministic and that there is additive noise.

\[
\mathbf{X} = \mathbf{S} + \mathbf{N}
\]

In the non-preferred condition, \( \mathbf{S} = 0 \) and in the preferred condition \( \mathbf{S} = \mathbf{F} \) where \( \mathbf{F} \) are samples for a set of deterministic functions that evolve over space and time. The rows of \( \mathbf{F} \) are denoted \( f_1, f_2, \ldots f_d \). As before, the signal on each channel decays exponentially with distance from the center channel, \( x_{\text{ctr}} \) which we will set to be \( x_1 \).

\[
f_j = f_1 \exp \left( -\frac{|r_1 - r_j|}{\sigma_s} \right)
\]

The time evolution of \( f_1 \) is assumed to follow a Gaussian shape where the peak activation occurs at \( t_{pk} \).

\[
f_1 = a \exp \left( -\frac{|t - t_{pk}|}{\sigma_t} \right)
\]
Finally, the noise matrix $N$ are just $T$ copies of the original model’s random variable $n$, so that it’s entries across time are independent and identically distributed. Hence, the noise spatial relationship of Eqn 3 still holds.

4.2.2. Probe

The probe used in experiments consists of 56 μECoG and 6 ECoG electrodes. The μECoG electrodes are arranged in a 7x8 grid with a 400μm pitch and an electrode diameter of 50μm. The ECoG electrodes are arranged is a strip or line spaced 1cm apart with an electrode diameter of 3mm. The μECoG were used to record surface potentials while the most of the ECoG electrodes were tied to reference. A stainless steel needle probe was used for ground and was inserted into the scalp at the edge of the craniotomy. The electrodes are coated with an organic conducting polymer called poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS). PEDOT:PSS has been shown to reduce impedance values by orders of magnitude compared to traditional metal electrodes (eg. Pt). The typical electrode impedance magnitude at 1kHz is 13kΩ. Lastly, the substrate is 4-5μm thick parylene which can conform to the surface of the brain. Additional device details can be found in (Ganji et al., 2017b; Uguz et al., 2016). The data acquisition system used is described extensively in (Hermiz et al., 2016) and briefly in Section A.1.

4.2.3. Sub-sampling

The 7x8 grid of electrodes was sub-sampled to obtain “virtual” grids. There are many ways to sub-sample and an exhaustive enumeration of all possible sub-samples is not only intractable, but would be challenging to interpret. Since we are interested in determining if certain grid densities are beneficial we chose to limit all virtual grids to be square as these virtual grids could easily be parameterized and related to electrode density.
Virtual square grids can be parameterized by 3 variables (ignoring electrode size): number of channels, pitch (or spacing), and the area that the grid encompasses. If pitch is normalized to take on integer values (1, 2, …), then we can relate the variables using the following expression:

\[ A = (p(\sqrt{c} - 1))^2, \]

where \( A \), \( p \) and \( c \) are the area, pitch and number of channels, respectively. We explored the device parameter space by fixing each variable for a given analysis and changing the other degree of freedom: fixed pitch (Figure 4-6), fixed area (Figure 4-7), and fixed channel count (Fig S7). We are primarily interested in comparing virtual devices with fixed area (Figure 4-7).

Since our grid contained bad recording channels, we only considered virtual grids that had at least 50% of the channels they were supposed to have. For example, let’s say a 5x5 grid had 13 good recording channels (52%), then the virtual grid would not be thrown out; however, it had 12 good recording channels (48%), then the virtual grid would be thrown out.

In some situations, it might be the case that a grid with 50% good electrodes is compared to a grid with 90% good electrodes, in which case the percentage of good channels confounds the comparison. To ensure there our results were not biased by the confounding variable of percentage of good channels, we performed a meta-analysis where we found the difference in percentage of good channels for all comparisons and determined if the distributions were significantly biased away from 0. We did not find a significant bias for the fixed area comparison, but did find a bias for the fixed channel comparison for SD007 (S-Figure 9). We discuss the interpretation of the fixed channel comparison results in light of this bias in the Discussion and supplementary section.

4.2.4. Machine Learning

Features were computed by summing up the HFB for each channel in non-overlapping windows of 0.25 sec. For SD007, the start and end time were 0.15 and 0.9 sec post stimulus onset and for SD008, the start and end time were 0.5 to 1 sec post stimulus. Elastic-net logistic regression
(ELR) was used to classify presented stimuli types. ELR was used because it is robust to high dimensional datasets and generally yields competitive classification accuracies (Zou and Hastie, 2005). ELR is a regularized version of logistic regression. It uses a combination of ridge ($L_2$-penalty) and lasso ($L_1$-penalty) regularization to reduce and eliminate the effect of non-discriminatory features. Ultimately, the result in a linear discriminate that should have few, high magnitude weights. The ELR implementation used was Glmnet Toolbox for Matlab (Qian et al., 2013). The mix of $L_1$ and $L_2$ penalty was fixed to be 0.75 and 0.25, while the weight of the regularization penalty was chosen by sweeping through 50 candidate values 12 times (for 12-fold cross validation) and choosing the value that maximizes the average accuracy. Aggregate accuracy statistics are computed from validation sets.

4.2.5. Experimental Task

Subjects SD007 and SD008 undergoing clinical mapping of eloquent cortex provided informed consent to have the probe placed on their pial surface and to participate in a 10-minute task. The μECoG grid was placed on the left superior temporal gyrus (STG): anterior STG for SD007 and posterior STG for SD008. UC San Diego Health Institutional Review Board (IRB) reviewed and approved study protocol.

The preferred and non-preferred categories were assigned by visually inspecting the trial averages of the high frequency band envelope. The category that yielded the largest response was labeled preferred while the category that yielded the smallest or no response was labeled non-preferred.

SD007 read visual words (e.g. text of the word ‘lion’), repeated auditory words (eg. audio of the word ‘lion’), and named visual pictures (eg. picture of a ‘lion’). The stimuli that elicited the largest response was the auditory word, therefore it was labeled preferred. Both visual pictures and
words yielded little if any response. Visual words were chosen to be in the analysis and were labeled non-preferred. It is expected that the auditory word elicits the largest response since the probe was implanted on STG, which is responsible for auditory processing. There were 60 auditory word trials and 59 visual word trials analyzed in this study.

SD008 saw a 3-letter string (GUH, SEE) and then heard an auditory 2-phoneme combination, making a decision whether the visual and auditory stimuli matched. Interspersed were visual control trials in which a false font was followed by a real auditory stimulus and auditory control trials in which a real letter string was followed by a 6-band noise-vocoded 2-phoneme combination. For SD008, binary classification was performed between noise-vocoded stimuli and human voice. In these recordings, the noise-vocoded stimuli produce a larger response than human voice and therefore the noise-vocoded was labeled preferred while human voice was labeled non-preferred. This is consistent with previous work examining cognitive processing and evoked responses to noise-vocoded and human voice in posterior STG (Travis et al., 2013). There were 68 noise-vocoded trials and 63 human voice trials analyzed in this study.

4.3. Results

Modeling and experimental analyses were performed to determine if and when higher density grids outperform lower density grids. An illustrative model with properties motivated from previous studies (Insanally et al., 2016; Kellis et al., 2016; Leah Muller et al., 2016b; Trumpis et al., 2017a) was developed to determine under what conditions a higher density grid might outperform a lower density grid. Analytical results for the simple 2-channel case and numerical results for higher dimensional cases are presented (Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3). We then analyze real μECoG recordings acquired from two subjects, SD007 and SD008 engaged in audio-visual tasks in the operating room. Two types of stimuli were classified and classification accuracy served
as the performance metric when comparing grids. Sub-sampling the 7x8 grid allowed us to explore the device design space and, in particular, electrode density.

4.3.1. Modeling

We developed a simple model that assumes measurements belong to two types of stimuli, preferred, $x_p$ and non-preferred, $x_{np}$ and are generated from multivariate normal (MVN) distributions: $x_p \sim N(s, \Sigma)$ and $x_{np} \sim N(0, \Sigma)$. The signal of interest, $s$ is assumed to peak at a specific electrode, $x_{ctr}$ and fall off exponentially with a characteristic length, $\sigma_s$. In all analyses, the electrode $x_{ctr}$ is a member of all grids and is the center most electrode. When there is an even number of electrodes, then $x_{ctr}$ is the left center most electrode. Please note that in these simulations, the peak location of the signal is not modeled as randomly related to electrode location, as would be the case in actual recordings. Had our model permitted response peaks between electrodes, then tight electrode spacing would be highly advantageous, inasmuch as it would make it more likely that the response peak would be directly measured. However, for the current work, we only focus on the case where the peak activation is on the grid and is centered. The results from this condition can be viewed as a highly conservative estimate of how advantageous high-density grids are.

Noise correlation is also modeled as a decaying exponential with characteristic length, $\lambda$. That is, electrodes closer together will have more correlations whereas channels farther apart will have less. Here, noise can be interpreted as baseline neural activity that is independent of the stimulus.

The assumption that signal and noise decay exponentially across space is supported by existing studies that fit similarity measures of raw and band-limited signals to exponential decay functions with little error (Leah Muller et al., 2016b; Trumpis et al., 2017a). The squared
Figure 4-2: Multivariate normal (MVN) model parametrized by decaying exponentials. (A) Spatial representation of signal fall-off length $\sigma_s$ (arbitrary units) using generated data from the model. Note, that dark red maps to the maximum value and dark blue maps to the minimum value. For more visualizations of signal and noise fall-off length, $\lambda$ see S-Figure 3(B) Illustration of which regions in the parameter space $\sigma_s - \lambda$ where higher density grids outperform lower density grids. There are two regions: I, $\sigma_s$ is large and $\lambda$ is small or II, $\sigma_s$ is small and $\lambda$ is large. (C-F) 2-channel feature space where the MVN for various random variables are plotted – dots are means and the ellipses are 1 standard deviation. The distribution of channel measurements from the non-preferred stimulus, $x_{np}$ are blue and the distribution from the preferred stimulus, $x_p$ are red. (C) Illustrates effect I: given a small $\lambda$, a larger $\sigma_s$ will increase separation between $x_{np}$ and $x_p$. Note small $\lambda$ corresponds to little correlation and thus a circular distribution. (D) Illustrates effect II: given a large $\lambda$, a smaller $\sigma_s$ will increase separation. Note large $\lambda$ corresponds to large correlation and thus a skewed distribution along the $y = x$ axis. (E-F) Illustrates when 2 channels spaced far apart (low density) can be better than when spaced close together (high density). In this case, $\sigma_s$ must be large and $\lambda$ must be relatively small.
Mahalanobis distance is used to measure the separation between the mean value of $x_p$ and $x_{np}$, 
\[ d_m^2 = s \Sigma^{-1} s \] and the difference in the squared Mahalanobis distances of two grid configurations is denoted $\Delta$. Larger absolute $\Delta$ values indicates that one grid configuration enables the acquisition of neural signals that better distinguish the preferred and non-preferred stimulus. The sign of $\Delta$ indicates which of the two grids is advantageous – by convention, $\Delta > 0$ means that higher density is more advantageous.

4.3.1.1. Analytical

To gain intuition for when higher density grids might enhance state estimation, we find analytical expressions for the difference of squared Mahalanobis distances, generally denoted as $\Delta$, in the two-channel case. $\Delta_{2,1}$ is defined as the difference between two vs one channels and $\Delta_{2,2'}$ is the difference between two channels spaced two vs one units apart. The analytical expressions for $\Delta_{2,1}$ and $\Delta_{2,2'}$ are given in Eqn 8 and Eqn 9, respectively. $\Delta_{2,1}$ is never negative since, as expected, there is never an advantage of using only 1 channel vs 2 channels. Another intuitive finding is that the minimum of $\Delta_{2,1}$, which is 0, is reached when the signal is the same on both channels, $s_1 = s_2$ and the noise correlation, $\Sigma_{12}$ approaches 1 (see supplementary). That is, when the measurements on both channels becomes equal, the value of recording from both channels vs just one vanishes. On the other hand, $\Delta_{2,1}$ and $\Delta_{2,2'}$ are large when either: I) $\sigma_s$ is large and $\lambda$ is small II) $\sigma_s$ is small and $\lambda$ is large (Figure 4-2B). These effects are illustrated in Figure 4-2C-D. In Figure 4-2C, a sharp fall-off of the characteristic noise length (small $\lambda$) results in noise that is almost uncorrelated and isotropic, or equivalently the iso-probability density contour is circular. Depicted in blue and red are the non-preferred, $x_{np}$ and preferred measurements, $x_p$, respectively. In Figure 4-2C, there are two cases in which the preferred measurements are plotted: small (sharp fall-off) and large (broad fall-off) $\sigma_s$. When $\sigma_s$ is small, the preferred measurements will fall close to the $x$-axis, but when $\sigma_s$ is large, they will fall towards the $x = y$ line. Larger $\sigma_s$ results in more
separation between non-preferred and preferred points by up to a factor of \( \sqrt{2} \). Intuitively, effect I) can be thought of as enhancing SNR by averaging measurements with the same signal, but uncorrelated noise. Effect II is illustrated in Fig 2D. Here, \( \lambda \) is large resulting in high correlation among the channels and thus an oblong iso-probability density contour. Again, measurements where \( \sigma_s \) is small and large are considered. When \( \sigma_s \) is large, the iso-contours representing 1 standard deviation have some overlap; however, when \( \sigma_s \) is small, that overlap is eliminated as the Mahalanobis distance between the non-preferred and preferred points increases (Figure 4-2D).

Unlike \( \Delta_{2,1}, \Delta_{2,2'} \), the difference of the squared Mahalanobis distance between two channels spaced 1 and 2 units apart, can be negative meaning that in some cases there is a disadvantage to having electrodes spaced close together when comparing grids with the same number of electrodes. This can occur if the signal on both channels is almost the same (\( \sigma_s \) is large) and when correlation between channel 1 and 2’ decays significantly compared to channel 1 and 2 (\( \lambda \) is about equal to the pitch) (Figure 4-2E-F).

Lastly, SNR scales the advantage or disadvantage of high density electrodes. So, if there is an advantage to higher density as is likely to be the case for \( \Delta_{2,1} \), then increasing SNR will enhance that advantage. However, it would also enhance the disadvantage of higher density when \( \Delta_{2,2'} < 0 \). This can be seen by factoring out \( a \) from \( s \) in Eqn 6, which shows that \( d_m^2 \propto a^2 \) and thus \( \Delta \propto a^2 \). This SNR scaling effect is true for the general \( d \)-channel case.

4.3.1.2. Numerical

To determine whether the effects found in the analytical expressions of the 2-channel case generalized to higher dimensional cases, the 25-channel results were numerically computed from Eqn 6. Again, two comparisons were made: 1) fixed area, comparing a 5x5 grid with unit pitch vs a 3x3 grid with twice unit pitch and 2) fixed channel count, comparing a 3x3 grid with unit pitch
vs a 3x3 grid with twice unit pitch. The difference in squared Mahalanobis distances for 1) and 2) will be denoted as $\Delta_{5,3}'$ and $\Delta_{3,3}'$, respectively.

As expected, SNR scales the difference in performance $\Delta_{5,3}'$ and $\Delta_{3,3}'$. In Figure 4-3A, both $\Delta_{5,3}'$ and $\Delta_{3,3}' > 0$ for $\sigma_s = 0.5$ and $\lambda = 1$, so increasing SNR increases the difference in squared Mahalanobis distance quadratically. Interestingly, Figure 4-3B shows for $\sigma_s = 10$ and $\lambda = 1$ high density provides an advantage or disadvantage depending the comparison: $\Delta_{5,3}' > 0$ and $\Delta_{3,3}' < 0$. Hence, SNR quadratically increases $\Delta_{5,3}'$ and decreases $\Delta_{3,3}'$. These results follow directly from our analytical findings described in 4.8.1.1.

Consistent with the effects found in the analytical expressions of the 2-channel case, there are two regions in $\sigma_s$-$\lambda$ space where higher density outperforms: I) $\sigma_s < 1$ and $\lambda > 1$ or II) $\sigma_s > 1$ and $\lambda < 1$ for $\Delta_{5,3}'$ and $\lambda < 1/3$ for $\Delta_{3,3}'$ (Figure 4-3C-D). As anticipated from our 2-channel analytical results, there is a region where higher density underperforms when comparing grids with the same channel count, which is roughly $\sigma_s \gg 1$ and $1/2 < \lambda < 2$. Finally, as expected, $\Delta_{5,3}' > 0$ for all computed values in the domain $0.1 \leq \sigma_s, \lambda \leq 10$, or, simply put, the 3x3 grid with twice unit spacing never outperforms the 5x5 grid with 1 unit spacing for all the parameters we used.
Figure 4-3: (A-D) Numerical results from (5,1) vs (3,2) and (3,1) vs (3,2). The notation \((a,b)\) refers to a grid that has \(a\) by \(a\) channels and has a pitch of \(b\). (A-B) As SNR increases, the difference of squared Mahalanobis distance \(\Delta d_m^2\) increases or decreases, depending on \(\sigma_s\), \(\lambda\) and which grids are compared. (C-D) 3d plots showing \(\Delta d_m^2\) for a grid of \(\sigma_s\) and \(\lambda\) values. (C) For (5,1) – (3,2), there are no values for which \(\Delta d_m^2 < 0\), given the domain; and as expected, \(\Delta d_m^2 \gg 0\), when \(\sigma_s\) is large and \(\lambda\) is small or vice versa. (D) For (3,1) - (3,2), \(\Delta d_m^2 < 0\), when roughly, \(\sigma_s > 5\) and \(1 < \lambda < 2\), which is expected. Again, \(\Delta d_m^2 \gg 0\) when \(\sigma_s\) is large and \(\lambda\) is small or vice versa. The color axis ranges from -1 (dark blue) to 1 (dark red) and is used to represent sign.
4.3.1.3. Time Series

It is important to note that the presented model has no notion of time, but simple extensions can be made to model time. One extension is to have the signal evolve according to a Gaussian function and assume the noise is independent and identically distributed across time (see Section 4.3.3 for explicit definition). An important statistic often computed from high density recordings is the correlation between two channels vs the distance between those channels. The correlation between the center channel, \( x_1 \) and any other channel \( x_j \) is (see supplementary for derivation)

\[
\rho_{x_1x_j} = \frac{(\Sigma_{1j} + \alpha_j p - \mu_1 \mu_j)}{\sqrt{\Sigma_{11} + p - \mu_1^2} \sqrt{\Sigma_{jj} + \alpha_j^2 p - \mu_j^2}}
\]

where \( \alpha_j = \exp\left(-\frac{||r_1-r_j||}{\sigma_s}\right) \), \( \Sigma_{1j} = \exp\left(-\frac{||r_1-r_j||}{\lambda}\right) \), \( p = E[f_1^2] \), \( \mu_1 = E[x_1] \) and \( E[x_j] = \mu_j \).

Numerical calculations suggested out that \( \rho_{x_1x_j} \approx \Sigma_{1j} \) when SNR in \( x_1 \) is not too large (S-Figure 4). That is, if the SNR is not too large, then the channel correlation computed from the time series of this model, will be approximately equal to the entries of the noise covariance matrix. Under these circumstances, we can extend the results of the spatial model to this time series model. This is important because we can interpret commonly computed correlation vs distance plots using our framework.
4.3.2. Empirical

Next, we explore the advantages of higher density grids by analyzing real μECoG recordings from two subjects intraoperatively at UC San Diego, Thornton Hospital. The grid has
7x8 micro-electrodes spaced 400μm apart and a diameter of 50μm. These subjects were engaged in an audio-visual task (see Section 4.2). Various types of time locked stimuli were presented to the subjects and stimuli class served as ground truth for offline neural state decoding experiments. For each subject, there were 2 stimulus classes classified: one that produced a marked neural response and one that did not. Rectified high frequency band (70 - 170 Hz) amplitude (HFB) was used to measure the neural response because it has been shown to have high spatial specificity and correlation with sensory and cognitive processing (N E Crone et al., 1998; Miller et al., 2007). Figure 4-4 shows how the raw trials were processed to yield HFB (supplementary materials). The trials were then parsed into 0.25 sec windows and summed to compute the features (Section 2.4).

The spatial spread of HFB activation was qualitatively assessed by taking the peak HFB in time and using cubic interpolation across space (Figure 4-4D-G). The plots for each subject are normalized to indicated the percentage of the peak response. For both subjects, there is a clear region where the activation is markedly larger. For SD007, the highly-activated region appears to be confined to a smaller area and the dynamic range is larger than SD008. The preferred and non-preferred stimuli were classified by applying the HFB features to Elastic Net Logistic Regression (ELR) – a classification algorithm robust to high dimensional datasets with a limited number of examples (Qian et al., 2013; Zou and Hastie, 2005) (Section 4.2). The single channel classification accuracy (ACC) results are consistent with the heatmaps of the HFB activation (Figure 4-4H-I). Maximum single channel ACC for SD007 and SD008 is 78% and 77%, respectively. Note, chance performance is 50% since classification is between two labels.

A common technique for removing interference (eg. movement artifact, electromagnetic interference) in EEG/ECoG is common average referencing (CAR), where the average of the raw measurements across all channels is subtracted for each channel (Crone et al., 2001; Ludwig et al.,
2009). After applying CAR, the trial averaged HFB for each channel was more prominent and smoother for SD008, while SD007 did not change much suggesting that there was substantial interference for SD008 (S-Figure 5 and S-Figure 6). Re-doing the HFB heatmaps with CAR changed the spatial activation to be more focal and increased the dynamic range for both subjects (Figure 4-5A-D). While the classification results did not change very much for SD007, SD008 saw a dramatic increase in single channel ACC across all channels (Figure 4-5E-F). Maximum single channel decoding after CAR is 77% and 89% for SD007 and SD008, respectively. Interestingly, in SD008 a block of channels in the upper-right portion of the grid jumped from among the worst to best classifying electrodes. Since in this work we sub-sample the grid, we defined CAR$_{ss}$, which uses only the sub-sampled channels to compute the average. On the other hand, it is important to identify whether using all the channels in the average, denoted CAR$_{tot}$, would improve interference removal, since the additional parallel recordings may result in a more accurate estimate of common noise. Note CAR$_{ss}$ is the same as CAR$_{tot}$ when all channels are sampled. ACC across square virtual grids with unit pitch, but varying number of channels (or coverage area) for all possible placements were computed. As channel count (or coverage area) increases, the general trend, irrespective of which CAR method was used, is that the median ACC increases (Figure 4-5G-H), which will be highlighted shortly. When fitting a linear mixed effects model where CAR methods and channel count were fixed effects and fold-location-channel count was the random effect, an increase in ACC was observed when applying CAR$_{tot}$ or CAR$_{ss}$ vs No CAR. When comparing CAR$_{tot}$ vs No CAR, there was a 3.0% and 5.8% difference in ACC for SD007 and SD008, respectively. When comparing CAR$_{ss}$ vs No CAR, there was no significant difference for SD007, but there was a significant difference for SD008 at 6.2%. Note, the linear mixed effects model was fit for data points that ranged from 9 to 56 channels.
Figure 4-5: Common average referencing (CAR) can improve ACC. HFB spatial maps after doing CAR using all kept channels. Preferred stimuli for (A) SD007 and (B) SD008 vs non-preferred stimuli (C) SD007 and (D) SD008. Single channel accuracy after CAR (E) SD007 and (F) SD008. Median of the mean accuracy vs channel count (or coverage area) using minimum pitch sub-sampled grids. The mean is taken over 12 cross validation folds and the median is taken over different virtual grid placements in that order. The 3 sets are: using all channels to do CAR (CAR$_{tot}$), only channels that were sub-sampled (CAR$_{ss}$), and no CAR. A linear mixed effects model was fit for data points that have 9 to 56 channels as indicated by the shaded gray region in (G-H). The fixed effects were CAR type and channel count while the random effect was fold-location-channel count. (G) For SD007, there was a 3.0% ($p < 1e^{-3}$, $n = 1980$) increase when applying CAR$_{tot}$ compared to No CAR, but an insignificant increase when applying CAR$_{ss}$ compared to No CAR. (H) For SD008, there was a 5.8% ($p < 1e^{-3}$) difference when applying CAR$_{tot}$ compared to No CAR, and a 6.2% ($p < 1e^{-3}$) difference for CAR$_{ss}$ compared to No CAR ($n = 2448$).
The effect on CAR$_{tot}$ can also be seen on the HFB trial averages S-Figure 5 and S-Figure 6. As expected, CAR$_{tot}$ appears to greatly reduce interference in the trial averages for SD008, while in SD007 there is no obvious difference. To be consistent with the sub-sampling paradigm, we use CAR$_{ss}$ for all subsequent analyses unless stated otherwise.

Do larger virtual grids with fixed density do better? To address this question, we sub-sampled square grids with unit pitch as depicted in Figure 4-6a. We summarized the performance of each class of virtual grids by taking the mean ACC across cross validation folds and then either the median or maximum across all virtual grid placements. Figure 4-6B-C shows these summary statistics plotted against channel count. When considering the median (red dots) performing grid across placements, there is a significant positive correlation of 1 and 0.86 for subjects SD007 and SD008, respectively. When considering the best placed grid (blue), there was significant correlation with channel count of 0.88 for SD007; however, the difference in ACC is only 10% (max) compared to 30% (median). There was no correlation for the max case in SD008. These results indicate that larger virtual grids with fixed density improves performance in general. Grids placed in the ideal location outperform the median performing grid, but less so as the grid size grows.
Figure 4-6: Do larger virtual grids with fixed density do better? (A) Sketch showing the grids used in this analysis are square minimum pitch grids. (B) SD007 and (C) SD008 accuracy vs channel count (or coverage area) with two sets: max of mean (blue) and median of mean (red) across all possible sub-samplings of square grids. Note, chance is 50%. The mean is taken across 12 cross validation folds and the max or median is taken across different virtual grid placements. There is a significant Spearman correlation in (B) of 1 (p < 1e-3) and (C) of 0.86 (p = 0.028) for the median of mean data points with a difference of 30% and 15% in ACC from 4 to 56 channels. For the max of mean data points only SD007 showed a significant correlation (B) of 0.88 (p = 0.015) with a smaller difference in ACC of 10% from 4 to 56 channels.

Does adding more electrodes within a given area improve performance? This is one way to determine if higher density is beneficial. To determine this, higher density grids were sub-sampled and ACC statistics were compared (Figure 4-7a). The notation (3,1) refers to a 3x3 grid with unit pitch and (3,1) – (2,2) means that (3,1) has it’s ACC statistics subtracted from (2,2), a 2x2 grid with twice unit pitch. The top two performing high density placements were only used for each comparison in Figure 4-7B-C. The mean ACC difference across 12 cross-validation folds and two placements (n =24) was computed between the high and low density grids (Table 4-2). Histograms of the pairwise ACC differences are shown in Figure 4-7B-C. For SD007, higher density appeared more advantageous with 400μm pitch grid significantly outperforming 800μm or 1200μm pitch grids by more than 10% 3 out 4 comparisons, whereas in SD008, 400μm pitch grids significantly outperformed by 5-10% 2 out 4 comparisons (p < 0.01 Wilcoxon signed rank test). It is important to note that SD008 is closer to the ceiling of
maximum performance, which may explain why there is smaller improvement (Table 4-2). Across both subjects, all mean differences between grids of different densities but the same area were positive suggesting that it’s never detrimental to use a higher density grid with the same footprint. This result is consistent with intuition and our modeling results.

Figure 4-7: Is adding more channels to a grid with fixed area coverage beneficial? (A) Sketch comparing two sub-sampled grid types with the same coverage area: 3x3 with minimum pitch (3,1) and 2x2 with double min. pitch (2,2). (B) SD007 and (C) SD008 histograms comparing various device types of the same coverage area. The x-axis of the histogram is pairwise difference (same location) of accuracy (ΔACC) between two devices types (eg. (3,1) and (2,2)). The two best high density grid locations were used and other locations were excluded. The notation (3,1) – (2,2) means accuracies of 3x3 min. pitch devices minus 2x2 double min. pitch devices. Distribution statistics are provided in Table 2. ACC sample vectors with significantly different mean ranks are denoted with a black asterisk (P < 0.01). The dashed red line indicates the mean of the pairwise differences.
Table 4-2: Is adding more channels to a grid with fixed area coverage beneficial? Overall (fold + location) mean difference between paired accuracies, p-values from Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test (n = 24), and mean accuracy of the high-density grid. The mean difference of sample vectors which are significantly different from each other are denoted by **bold** (P < 0.01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>SD007 Mean Δ</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Mean HD</th>
<th>SD008 Mean Δ</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Mean HD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(3,1) – (2,2)</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>&lt;1e-3</td>
<td>82.0%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>8.5e-3</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4,1) – (2,3)</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>1.4e-3</td>
<td>79.5%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>4.7e-3</td>
<td>92.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5,1) – (3,2)</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>1.6e-3</td>
<td>79.9%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7,1) – (3,3)</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>83.7%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>91.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4,2) – (3,3)</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>79.5%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>90.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3. Discussion

The central question we explored in this work is “do higher density grids convey a benefit for neural state decoding?” We demonstrated empirically from intraoperative human electrophysiology data, obtained from cortical surface μECoG while two subjects were awake and engaged in an audio-visual task, that neural state estimation is improved with increased spatial resolution. Furthermore, we formulated a model with simple, yet informed assumptions to explore when higher density might outperform lower density.

In the model, we explored how signal spread ($\sigma_s$) and noise spread ($\lambda$) among channels affect the difference in performance between high and low density grids? Using the model, we derive expressions for the difference in performance (squared Mahalanobis distance) in the 2-channel case and numerically compute it in the 25-channel case. Taken together, we find that there are two regimes where high density grids strongly outperform: I) $\sigma_s$ small and $\lambda$ is large or II) $\sigma_s$ is large and $\lambda$ is small. In words, this occurs when there I) is a focal spatial activation or II) when there is less correlated noise among neighboring channels, but not both. There is never a
disadvantage in high density when the grid is directly sub-sampled within a given area, but there can be a disadvantage when channel count is fixed and electrodes are brought closer. It is counterproductive to bring channels closer together if the signal across space is broad and correlation among channels falls off considerably across space. To our knowledge, this is the first time a model has been demonstrated which relates basic channel statistics such as correlation among channels to a functionally relevant metric, classification performance. This is important because many studies primarily report empirical results such as channel correlation computed from time series as function of distance (Insanally et al., 2016; Kellis et al., 2016; Leah Muller et al., 2016b; Trumpis et al., 2017a), which alone can have limited and possibly misleading interpretations. A frequent assumption is that sharper falloff in channel correlation or other similarity metrics across distance indicates value in high density while a broad falloff indicates lack of value (Kellis et al., 2016; Leah Muller et al., 2016b). This intuition is contradicted by the modeling results, which shows that a classifier using features from a high density grid can substantially outperform a low density grid even when there is high channel correlation (effect II). Insights made from modeling efforts, like those presented here, will likely be important for informing μECoG device design for scientific research, clinical mapping and brain-machine interface applications.

A limitation of the presented analyses is that placement was fixed and assumed to be ideal in all cases. That is, the peak activation occurred at the center of the grids. In real datasets, this need not be the case as illustrated from our own datasets (Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5). This placement constraint can lead to counterintuitive results such as there is little performance gain from low to high density grids when both noise and signal decay rapidly. There is no performance gain because, the center channel picks up the same signal, while the surrounding electrodes pick
up uncorrelated noise. In actual recordings the peak activation could be located off center or between electrodes where finer sampling would be advantageous to reduce the expected distance between peak activation and a nearest neighbor electrode. Since in the modeling work, we only focused on the case where the peak activation was centered, these results can be viewed as conservative or an underestimate of the advantages of high density grids. Analysis and simulations that look at various peak locations is important future work.

Another limitation of the model is that structure of the signal and noise is assumed to fall-off exponentially across space. Although studies have found that a decaying exponential models the fall-off of channels statistics across space well, the structure of the neural spatial response is likely to vary between cortical regions and with neural state. The neural response may take on multifaceted patterns with multiple sources organized sparsely in space, which motivates the use of high-density grids to finely sample the cortical surface. High-density grids may enable the development of more accurate models to capture the structure of neural response across space.

We found empirically that μECoG grids with 400μm outperformed 800μm and 1200μm when controlling for area. Mean pairwise ACC differences were as large as 23.1% and appeared to be larger for SD007 compared to SD008 suggesting that higher density grids with the same footprint were more advantageous in SD007 vs SD008. Mean differences were consistently positive suggesting that, within this range of inter-contact densities, adding more channels within a given footprint does not reduce state estimation performance which is intuitive and consistent with modeling results. This is the first time that 400μm grids have been shown to significantly outperform larger pitch grids placed on human cortex; 400μm pitch is 5x smaller than previous work (Leah Muller et al., 2016a). Note, that (Leah Muller et al., 2016a) only directly sub-sampled the original grid roughly similar to fixing area, but did not show results for fixing channel count.
In many practical situations though, the number of channels is a limiting factor, and so an important density comparison is to vary pitch while controlling for number of channels. Due to the number of bad channels within our microgrid, particularly for SD007, we were not able to perform this analysis in an unbiased fashion as there tended to be a larger percentage of good channels for the denser virtual grids for this particular comparison (S-Figure 10). Although the results of this analysis will likely overestimate the performance of denser, the results may still be informative. When controlling for channels in both subjects, μECoG grids with a smaller pitch did not significantly differ from their larger pitch counterparts except once. In fact, we observed negative means suggesting that higher density grids may underperform their lower density counterparts when controlling for channel count (S-Figure 9). Taken together with the bias, we can conclude that high density grids certainly have not outperformed lower density grids while controlling for channel count.

The empirical results of two subjects provide an existence proof that 400µm grids can outperform lower density grids with respect to neural state estimation. However, the extent to which these results generalize to a wider range of neural state estimation problems, cortical areas, and subjects, will require a substantially expanded clinical research trial with high-density/low-impedance electrode technologies that are currently not available commercially. Thus, these empirical findings are not intended to validate the presented modeling framework. The purpose of the model is to provide insight into potential circumstances under which high density grids might outperform low density grids and to utilize these insights towards aiding in the interpretation of these and future empirical findings. More sophisticated models will need to be developed to precisely model real data.
In evaluating the empirical results, it is important to note that common average reference (CAR), although intended to improve single channel signal fidelity, can have deleterious effects on signal quality. Ideally, CAR is applied to a set of signals contaminated with identical artifact such as 60 Hz artifacts, in which case CAR will eliminate it. But, if only few channels contain artifacts, the artifacts will be introduced to all other signals. This is likely not the case for either subject as applying CAR does not reduce decoding performance (Figure 4-5) or visibly contaminate channels in the HFB trial averages (S-Figure 5 and S-Figure 6). On the other hand, if half of signals recorded from a grid are similar to each other, and the other half are also similar to each other, but different from the first half, then CAR will introduce many interdependencies/correlations. This is likely not the case for the analyses conducted for SD007 and SD008 since the HFB spatial response remains focal after CAR (Figure 4-3, S-Figure 5 and S-Figure 6). Nevertheless, it is important to understand the implications of CAR, especially for μECoG since it can drastically alter the signals and their interpretation.

The choice of learning algorithm used to assess grid performance is important. A poor choice that is not robust to high dimensional datasets will likely underperform, due to overfitting. We chose ELR, because it performs feature selection while optimizing parameters, making it robust to high dimensional datasets. Furthermore, ELR manages highly correlated variables well by promoting a group of correlated variables to be either all in or out (Zou and Hastie, 2005).

One limitation of these experiments was the small coverage area of the μECoG probe, which was approximately 3mm by 3mm. The small coverage area makes it difficult to align the recording region to the brain regions of interest. This is illustrated in SD007, where the HFB response only starts to become apparent on the left edge of the grid. If a larger grid was used, we may have been able to measure the full extent of the spatial response and be able to center the
virtual grids over regions of peak activation for better grid comparison. A major challenge to increasing the area for such small pitch grids is scaling connectors and amplification circuits. However, we anticipate that advances in technology will make higher channel count systems cheaper and easier to access (Hermiz et al., 2016; Insanally et al., 2016; Trumpis et al., 2017a), thus making higher density probes more attractive to use.

4.3.4. Conclusion

Here we report the first instance of 400μm pitch grids outperforming lower density grids in estimating cognitive neural states from humans. We also explored how signal and noise spatial properties affect the performance gap between low and high-density grids by developing an illustrative model, which we found to be consistent with our empirical results. In the future, we plan to add more channels to increase the coverage area, extend the presented model and explore other signal features. Increasing channel count and footprint of the μECoG will be important for fully exploring possible advantages over ECoG. The presented model could evolve to become an important piece in a design method for μECoG probes. The design method could take as input specifications such as desired classification accuracy, channel count and expected characteristic lengths and output the optimal pitch for specific applications. Finally, finer spatial scales may allow us to measure novel neural dynamics such as wave propagation or spiking activity. We plan to explore other signal features to potentially uncover novel neural dynamics only visible at the micrometer scale.

This chapter is a reprint of material as it appears in NeuroImage 2018, “Sub-millimeter ECoG pitch in human enables higher fidelity cognitive neural state estimation” Hermiz J, Rogers N, Kaestner E, Ganji M, Cleary D, Carter B, Barba D, Dayeh S, Halgren E, Gilja V.
Chapter 5.

Conclusion

Micro-ECoG is a promising neural interfacing technology that has several advantages over other electrophysiological sensing methods. It has the combined benefits of large coverage and high resolution and is arguably less invasive than intracortical probes. In this dissertation, I demonstrated the value of micro-ECoG by showing that it can lead to enhanced discrete neural state estimation. Additionally, I reproduce important work by Khodagoly et al, showing that micro-ECoG can record single units. Moreover, I found that single unit activity from the surface electrodes was driven by auditory stimulus, the first demonstrated relationship between sensory input and single unit activity from the surface of the brain. Finally, I developed an open source suite of data acquisition tools for clinical electrophysical research that permitted data collection of the presented human electrophysiology and that may enable other researchers to conduct human electrophysiology.

In Chapter 2, I presented a clinic compatible data acquisition system. This system consists of a controller box that can accept up to 256 channels, sampled 30 kHZ from Intan amplifiers. The controller box consists of the RHD2000 USB from Intan and power and digital isolator for patient safety. The controller is housed in plastic case with bulkhead connectors making the unit water resistant. The system also features several custom headstages designed for several applications. The ORH128 has 4 Intan amplifier integrated into one board for acquisition of up to 124 channels, which was used to record from micro-ECoG intraoperatively. The pigtail splitter allows researchers to tap into existing clinical electrophysiology pipelines without altering clinical flow. It incorporates so called Cabrillo © style connectors, which plug into a custom board. This
headstage is housed in a compact 3D printed case that be placed in a headwrap and can be plugged into the aforementioned isolated controller for data acquisition. Overall, these tools are an affordable alternative to costly commercial research systems and is more tailored for clinic research use than existing open source systems.

In Chapter 3, I present physiologically relevant signals measured by micro-ECoG compared to control probes. The first work I present, demonstrates the ability of micro-ECoG to sense single units in songbirds. These single units measured from the surface are compared to single units measured from traditional penetrating silicon shanks. Interestingly, the surface and depth single units appear to have different characteristics, including, the spike duration and amplitude. Single units from the surface have significantly shorter (one-third) durations and smaller amplitudes (one-half) than depth single units. These and other characteristics may indicate sampling biases of cell types or cell location from surface and depth electrodes. Further investigation of songbird neural anatomy is needed to help elucidate the reasons for different single unit characteristics. I also showed that a population of the surface single units increased their firing rate upon the presentation of an auditory stimuli in a similar fashion to depth single units. This is the first time that single units from the surface have shown to be related to sensory input providing new line of evidence that these signals are in fact action potential generated from superficial neurons.

In the second part of Chapter 3, I present micro-ECoG from human subjects. Low frequency activity below 50 Hz was similar between micro-ECoG electrodes and standard clinic electrodes as determined by spectro-temporal analyses. Furthermore, transient alpha oscillations and inter-ictal discharges were observed by both micro-ECoG and ECoG in physiologically plausible conditions. Sensory stimuli evoked high gamma responses as seen by micro-ECoG
electrodes. Importantly, trial averaged high gamma responses were observed to vary substantially by distances as short as 400μm, the electrode spacing. These results motivate the use of micro-ECoG for human brain mapping for research and clinical applications.

In Chapter 4, I explored when higher density grids outperform sub-sampled lower density grids in a discrete neural estimation task. First, I developed a modeling framework that assumed features belong to two classes, preferred and non-preferred, are drawn from multivariate normal distributions. The parameters of this distribution are determined by spatial properties, namely the signal and correlation decay constants. Under these assumptions, I find that higher density grids have a greater capacity to discriminate between preferred and non-preferred when either the signal decay constant is small and the correlation decay constant is large or vice versa. Interestingly, this means that a high-density grid with highly correlated channels can improve decoding performance relative to low density grids. However, high density can result in detrimental decoding performance, when the number of channels in the grids is constrained to be some fixed number. That is, lower density grids can outperform high density grids with the same number of channels if the correlation decay constant is roughly equal to the inter-electrode spacing. This modeling framework relates spatial properties of neural activity to functional decoding metrics that can help guide design of micro-ECoG arrays.

In the second part of Chapter 4, I empirically tested the hypothesis of whether 400μm spaced grid of electrodes outperform sub-sampled “virtual” electrode grids with 800μm and 1200μm spacing. When coverage area is fixed, I show that 400μm grids can outperform lower density grids by as much as 23% decoding accuracy in binary classification. However, when number of channels is fixed, no consistent improvement was observed. These results show that a
significant boost in information can be obtained from sub-millimeter ECoG arrays, which can lead to high resolution brain mapping and high-performance brain machine interfaces.

There are several limitations and at least one notable null results from this body of work. Single units were not detected from micro-ECoG in the human experiments. This may be attributed to the lack of experimental control that could lead to increased levels of noise and sub-optimal neural interface conditions. For example, one key step performed in the songbird electrode placement is that the surface of the brain is dehydrated by suctioning fluids using a pipet to ensure intimate contact between the surface electrodes and brain tissue. If there is an excess of fluids, then this will shunt local signals making it difficult to detect single units. In a clinical setting, clinicians need to need to ensure that the brain is hydrated and thus regularly spurt saline to the brain. In a follow up to the Neurogrid study, Khodagholy et al show a sponge is used to soak up excessive fluid in the craniotomy. Furthermore, they used regularly spaced perforations which helps fluid circulate above the substrate so that there is close contact between electrode and tissue (Khodagholy et al., 2016). It is unclear if this is a clinically viable approach; however, it seems that minimizing fluids between the tissue and electrode is an important aspect of sensing highly localized signals such as putative action potentials. This may be a moot point for chronic implantations, in which the micro-ECoG may have time to closely adhere to tissue. In the Neurogrid work, they demonstrate robust, chronic recording of single units in rats for up to 10 days. Important future work will be to determine if this will translate to chronic human implants.

Scaling the number of channels in these devices is another important future direction. The devices presented in this dissertation where limited to 32 or 56 microelectrodes that span several no more than 3 x 3 mm$^2$ in area. However, since these devices are fabricated using planar processes, the number of microelectrodes can readily scale to the 1000s, if not 10,000s. The
challenge towards realizing these high channel count systems is developing a scalable architecture that can connect to all these electrodes. The presented devices do mate to scalable connectors.

Each electrode is passively wired toward a bond site with pads arranged linearly. Anisotropic conductive film is bonded to the substrate and on the other end it is bonded to flat flexible cable (FFC), a linear array of wires that is compactly and somewhat rigidly held together. The FFC then connects to a PCB for amplification and analog-to-digital conversion. Since, connectors and cables that scale linearly are used as intermediaries, this architecture is not easily scalable. Using interconnects such as ball point arrays from chip packaging technology scale as a function of area not length is more readily scalable. Another approach is to integrate active electronics on the electrode substrate to avoid this wiring issue altogether. A notable example of this approach was presented by Viventi et al in 2011, where he and colleagues fabricated transistors on a flexible substrate enabling the acquisition of 360 channels (Figure 5-1). One challenge with this approach will be to fabricate reliable, homogenous and robust transistors on thin-film substrates. In spite of these challenges, I am optimistic that academic and commercial ventures
will be able to scale the number of microelectrodes on these thin-film substrates by order of magnitudes in the near future.

As grid dimensions scale from on the order of 10 x 10 to 100 x 100 channels, neural data analysis methods should evolve. Data representation, computational scalability, and methods of extracting meaning from data are aspects that should be reconsidered. Often times neurophysiological records are represented as montage, where the data matrix is channels by samples. As the number of electrodes grow, the grids of electrodes can be likened to a high-density screen displaying the evolution of neural dynamics over time. This analogy motivates representing neural data using a tensor, where the dimensions are x-axis electrodes by y-axis electrodes by samples. This representation was used to show the propagation of recurrent spiral waves, which was induced by administering seizure causing drugs in cat (Viventi et al., 2011). In general, cortical waves is a topic of growing interest in the neuroscience (Lyle Muller et al., 2016; Muller et al., 2018) and given the high spatiotemporal resolution of micro-ECoG, it is an excellent tool to study this phenomenon.

High-density micro-ECoG can be likened to an HD window into the brain. This motivates the application of several classes of algorithms that have been shown to extract meaning from frames of images like computer vision and deep learning techniques. These techniques can be used to discover novel, yet subtle cortical patterns subtle in the face of noise (Song et al., 2017b, 2017a). Other potential approaches could be to use array processing techniques like beamforming to localize cortical and sub-cortical activity such as seizure foci. Finally, compression and compressive sampling approaches will become increasingly relevant as the amount of data processed and stored grows exponentially (Craven et al., 2015; Ganguli and Sompolinsky, 2012).
Micro-ECoG is posited to lead to new neuroscience discoveries and towards new clinical applications. Furthermore, it may also lead towards a high-performance brain-machine interfaces that surpasses the bandwidth of current BMIs or even the bandwidth of communication between the brain and body potentially enhancing human capability. This possibility as well as other BMIs technologies raises important ethical questions such as those described in Yuste and Goering et al including privacy and consent, agency and identity, augmentation and bias (Yuste et al., 2017). It is incumbent upon neurotechnologist and scientist to educate the public on the potential hazards of this technology. Furthermore, hasty deployment of this technology without adequate time for proper dialogue and regulations to be established may lead to negative outcomes that harm people and prohibit the development of neurotechnology. As with any technology, it is our responsibility as a society to use neurotechnology wisely and for the benefit of humankind.
Appendix A: Song-bird micro-ECoG Supplementary

S-Figure 1: Examples of unit labeling. The four possible labels are shown from top to bottom: single unit, multi-unit, noise and artifact. On the left are 50 snippets from that cluster sampled uniformly over the recordings. On the right are inter-spike-interval histograms showing the number of spikes that occur within a certain period ranging from 0 to 50 ms after all spikes occurred.
S-Figure 2: Depth unit yield. The unit yield for depth units as percentage of the number of channels. The stacked bar plot shows the percentage of single units (SUA) and multi-units (MUA) for each subject.
Appendix B: Enhanced Neural State Estimation Supplementary

Data Acquisition

Data was acquired using a custom built system described in (Hermiz et al., 2016). Briefly, the system uses a 64-channel amplifier/digitizer boards (RHD2164) from Intan Technologies (Los Angeles, CA). The digitized signals are then sent through a power isolation stage for patient safety. Finally, the signals are buffered using the RHD2000 USB board and then sent to a host laptop for visualization and storage. Data was acquired at 20kHz and hardware filters were set to 0.1 and 7500 Hz for high and low pass cutoffs, respectively.

Signal Processing

For the real recordings, the signal processing pipeline extracts high frequency band (HFB) rectified amplitude (Fig 4B). HFB is also commonly referred to as high-gamma. In addition to processing steps shown in Fig 3B, decimation down to 2kHz as an initial step using a 30\textsuperscript{th} order Hamming window FIR filter. All other filters were 3\textsuperscript{rd} Butterworth IIR. To eliminate phase distortions, signals were filtered in the forward and reverse direction. Channels with excessive and obvious noise (eg. line noise) as determined by manually inspecting the raw time series were removed. Trials with excessive artefactual fluctuations as determined by a hard threshold were eliminated. Custom Matlab software (Natick, MA) was used to perform signal processing.

Statistics

Unless specified otherwise, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed to determine if the distribution of two pairwise samples differ significantly. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was chosen because it is a robust test that makes little assumptions on the data. For correlation, Spearman’s rho was used and a two-tail t-test was used to determine if correlation was significant. Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used because were interested in determining if there was a
monotonically increasing or decreasing relationship that was not necessarily linear between data samples. Statistical tests were executed by standard Matlab functions.

A linear mixed effects model was used to determine if a variable significantly altered a target variable. In Fig. 5, the following linear mixed effects model was fit: \( \text{ACC} \sim \text{CarType} + \text{ChanCnt} + (1 | \text{FLC}) \). The target variable is classification accuracy (ACC). The fixed effects are CAR method (eg. No CAR, CAR\(_{tot}\), and CAR\(_{ss}\)) and channel count. And the random effect is a categorical variable that uniquely specifies the cross-validation fold, location and channel count (FLC) of the data point that generated a particular ACC. Ignoring cross-validation fold, the variable location and channel count (LC) can be thought of as uniquely specifying a particular virtual grid. Hence, this linear mixed effect model is accounting for the random effect from every virtual grid. In fact, since we use FLC, it is accounting for the random effect from every virtual grid and cross-validation fold. The cardinality of the categorical variable FLC is: (# of folds) x (# of virtual grids generated).

“The metric plotted in Fig 5-6, “median of mean accuracy” or “max of mean accuracy” was computed over two variables: cross validation fold and location. Location refers to the spot the virtual grid was placed within the full grid. For example, a 2x2 grid with unit pitch can be placed in the upper left hand corner, the lower right hand corner, and so on and so forth. We compute the accuracy for all possible locations for a particular grid configuration. So, there is a list of arrays, \([L_1, ..., L_i, ..., L_N]\), where \(L_i\) is a 12x1 array of accuracy values computed over each fold for the \(i\)th location of the virtual grid. This list of arrays is summarized by computing statistics over them. In Fig 5G-H, each point is the median (\([L_{avg,1}, ..., L_{avg,i}, ..., L_{avg,N}]\)), where \(L_{avg,i} = \text{mean} (L_i)\). In Figure 6B-C, the red points are median (\([L_{avg,1}, ..., L_{avg,i}, ..., L_{avg,N}]\)), and the blue points are max (\([L_{avg,1}, ..., L_{avg,i}, ..., L_{avg,N}]\)).”
Modeling

S-Figure 3: Visualizing signal and noise decay constants. Each panel (A-E) is a plot of simulated 31 x 31 electrode grid, where each pixel represents an electrode. Pixel color is the measurement simulated on each electrode. (A-C) Illustrates the effect of the signal decay constant, $\sigma_s$, by fixing SNR = 10 and varying the value of $\sigma_s$ from (A) 5 to (B) 10 to (C) 15. As $\sigma_s$ increases, which is depicted by the black circle, the area that the signal encompasses increases. The color ranges from -3 (dark blue) to 10 (dark red). (D-F) Illustrates the effect of the noise decay constant, $\lambda$, by fixing SNR = 0 and varying the value $\lambda$ from (D) 5 to (E) 10 to (F) 15. As $\lambda$ increases the noise correlation between electrodes increases, which can be seen by the increased smoothness across the grid. The color ranges from -3 (dark blue) to 3 (dark red) for panel D-E.

Derivation of Eqn 8

$$\Delta_{2,1} = d_{x_1,x_2}^2 - d_{x_1}^2,$$

where $d_{x_1,x_2}^2$ is the squared Mahalanobis distance when using channels $x_1$ and $x_2$ and $d_{x_1}^2$ is for just $x_1$. From the definition of the Mahalanobis distance,

$$d_{x_1,x_2}^2 = s\Sigma^{-1}s$$
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
s_1 \\ s_2
\end{bmatrix}
= [s_1 \\ s_2]
\begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma_{11} & \Sigma_{21} \\ \Sigma_{21} & \Sigma_{22}
\end{bmatrix}^{-1}
\begin{bmatrix}
s_1 \\ s_2
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Substituting \(\Sigma_{11} = \Sigma_{22} = 1\) and inverting the 2x2 matrix,
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
s_1 \\ s_2
\end{bmatrix}
= \frac{1}{1 - \Sigma_{21}^2}
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & -\Sigma_{21} \\ -\Sigma_{21} & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
s_1 \\ s_2
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Matrix multiply and collect terms,
\[
d^2_{x_1,x_2} = \frac{1}{1 - \Sigma_{21}^2}(s_1^2 + s_2^2 - 2s_1s_2\Sigma_{21})
\]

Again, from the definition of the Mahalanobis distance (in the scalar case),
\[
d^2_{x_1} = s_1^2
\]

Substitute \(d^2_{x_1,x_2}\) and \(d^2_{x_1}\) in \(\Delta_{2,1}\),
\[
\Delta_{2,1} = \frac{1}{1 - \Sigma_{21}^2}(s_1^2 + s_2^2 - 2s_1s_2\Sigma_{21} - s_1^2)
\]

Put terms under a common denominator,
\[
\Delta_{2,1} = \frac{s_1^2 + s_2^2 - 2s_1s_2\Sigma_{21} - (1 - \Sigma_{21}^2)s_1^2}{(1 - \Sigma_{21}^2)}
\]

Simplify,
\[
\Delta_{2,1} = \frac{s_2^2 - 2s_1s_2\Sigma_{21} + (s_1\Sigma_{21})^2}{(1 - \Sigma_{21}^2)}
\]

Factor the numerator as a square,
\[
\Delta_{2,1} = \frac{(s_2 - s_1\Sigma_{21})^2}{(1 - \Sigma_{21}^2)}
\]

Derivation of Eqn 9
\[
\Delta_{2,2'} = d^2_{x_1,x_2} - d^2_{x_1,x_2'}
\]

Note that,
\[
d^2_{x_1,x_2} = \Delta_{21} + s_1^2
\]
\[
d^2_{x_1,x_2'} = \Delta_{2'1} + s_1^2
\]

Substituting these expressions into \(\Delta_{2,2'}\) and canceling \(s_1^2\),
\[
\Delta_{2,2'} = \frac{(s_2 - s_1\Sigma_{21})^2}{(1 - \Sigma_{21}^2)} - \frac{(s_2' - s_1\Sigma_{21}')^2}{(1 - \Sigma_{21}'^2)}
\]
Identical measurements

$\Delta_{2,1}$ has a minimum of 0 and it is obtained when $s_2 = \Sigma_{12}$. One situation in which this minimum is realized is when channel 1 and 2 approach being identical, which is intuitive, although not necessarily obvious from Eqn 8 because of the singularity. We confirm this analytically by using L’Hospital’s rule to evaluate the limit of Eqn 8 as $\Sigma_{21}$ approaches 1 and where $s_1 = s_2$.

Assume, $s_1 = s_2 = a$, simplify notation by setting $\Sigma_{21} = z$ and taking the limit as $z$ approaches 1

$$\lim_{z \to 1} \Delta_{2,1} = \lim_{z \to 1} \frac{a^2 (1 - z)^2}{(1 - z^2)}$$

Since, the limit is equal to 0/0 which is undefined, L’Hospital’s Rule is used,

$$\lim_{z \to 1} \frac{a^2 (1 - z)^2}{(1 - z^2)} = \lim_{z \to 1} \frac{d}{dz} \frac{a^2 (1 - z)^2}{(1 - z^2)}$$

Taking the derivative of the numerator and denominator and simplifying

$$\lim_{z \to 1} \frac{-2a^2 (1 - z)}{-2z} = \lim_{z \to 1} a^2 \frac{1}{z - 1}$$

Evaluating the limit,

$$\lim_{z \to 1} \Delta_{2,1} = 0$$

Derivation of Eqn 13

From the definition of correlation,

$$\rho_{x_1x_j} = \frac{E[(x_1 - \mu_1)(x_j - \mu_j)]}{\sqrt{E[(x_1 - \mu_1)^2]} \sqrt{E[(x_j - \mu_j)^2]}}$$

where $E[x_i] = \mu_i$. Start with the square of the first term in the denominator. Substitute $x_1 = f_1 + n_1$ (first row of matrix Eqn. 10).

$$E[(x_1 - \mu_1)^2] = E[(f_1 + n_1 - \mu_1)(f_1 + n_1 - \mu_1)]$$
Expand and collect terms,

\[ E[(x_1 - \mu_1)^2] = E[f_1^2 + n_1^2 + \mu_1^2 + 2f_1n_1 - 2f_1\mu_1 - 2n_1\mu_1] \]

Note that \( E[n_1] = 0 \), \( E[n_1^2] = \Sigma_{11} \), and \( E[f_1] = \mu_1 \), and call \( E[f_1^2] = p \).

\[ E[(x_1 - \mu_1)^2] = p + \Sigma_{11} + \mu_1 - 2\mu_1 \]

Simplify, re-arrange terms and take the square-root,

\[ \sqrt{E[(x_1 - \mu_1)^2]} = \sqrt{\Sigma_{11} + p - \mu_1} \]

Similarly, the square of the second term in the denominator is,

\[ E[(x_j - \mu_j)^2] = E[f_j^2 + n_j^2 + \mu_j^2 + 2f_jn_j - 2f_j\mu_j - 2n_j\mu_j] \]

Note that \( E[n_j] = 0, E[n_j^2] = \Sigma_{jj} \), and \( E[f_j] = \mu_j \). Furthermore, from Eqn. 11 \( f_j = \alpha_j f_1 \).

Therefore,

\[ E[(x_j - \mu_j)^2] = \alpha_j^2 E[f_1^2] + \Sigma_{jj} + \mu_j^2 - 2\mu_j^2 \]

Recall, \( E[f_1^2] = p \), simplify, re-arrange terms, and take the square-root,

\[ \sqrt{E[(x_j - \mu_j)^2]} = \sqrt{\Sigma_{jj} + \alpha_j^2 p - \mu_j^2} \]

Finally, the numerator can be written as,

\[ E[(x_1 - \mu_1)(x_j - \mu_j)] = E[(f_1 + n_1 - \mu_1)(f_j + n_j - \mu_j)] \]

Multiply out terms and simplify all terms with \( n_1 \) or \( n_j \),

\[ E[(x_1 - \mu_1)(x_j - \mu_j)] = E[f_1f_j - f_1\mu_j + \Sigma_{1j} - f_j\mu_1 + \mu_1\mu_j] \]
Simplify further and re-arrange terms,

\[ E[(x_1 - \mu_1)(x_j - \mu_j)] = \Sigma_{1j} + \alpha_j p - \mu_1 \mu_j \]

Finally collect all terms from the correlation equation, which yields,

\[
\rho_{x_1x_j} = \frac{(\Sigma_{1j} + \alpha_j p - \mu_1 \mu_j)}{\sqrt{\Sigma_{11} + p - \mu_1^2} \sqrt{\Sigma_{jj} + \alpha_j^2 p - \mu_j^2}}
\]

---

S-Figure 4: Correlation vs distance computed by 1) simulated average \( \rho_{x_1x_j} \) given by Eqn 10 (blue dots) 2) the analytical expression of \( \rho_{x_1x_j} \) given by Eqn 13 (red line) and 3) the noise correlation model given by Eqn 3 (orange line). The different panels (A), (B) and (C) and (D) correspond to center channel SNR of 1, 10, 1000, and 1e12, respectively. The remaining model parameters were fixed to be: \( \sigma_s = 0.5, \sigma_f = 25, \) and \( \lambda = 5. \)
HFB Trial Averages

S-Figure 5: SD007 trial averages of HFB activity for (A) no CAR and (B) CAR. The red and blue line are HFB activity due to the preferred (auditory words) and non-preferred (visual pictures) stimuli, respectively. The shaded area around the lines indicate standard error 95% c.i. Areas with white spaces indicate channels that were deemed “bad” and removed from the analysis. The x and y-axis grid spacing is 400ms and 1 $\mu$V
Figure 6: SD008 trial averages of HFB activity for (A) no CAR and (B) CAR. The red and blue line are HFB activity due to the preferred (noise-vocoded) and non-preferred (human voice) stimuli, respectively. The shaded area around the lines indicate standard error 95% c.i. Areas with white spaces indicate channels that were deemed “bad” and removed from the analysis. The x and y-axis grid spacing is 400 ms and 2 μV.
Averaging Channels

Averaging channels from a unit pitch grid is one way to enhance the signal over noise of the channel by eliminating uncorrelated noise. We explored if averaging outperforms not averaging by inserting a channel averaging step in the signal processing pipeline after CAR (Fig 4B). CAR\text{tot} was used because CAR\text{ss} could not be applied to the averaged signals as that would zero out the signal. Alternatively, we could have not applied CAR, but that would have limited performance particularly for SD008. Averaging across electrodes results in lower performance than not averaging in both subjects and there is a significant difference for each channel count except for 4 and 9 in SD007 (p < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed rank test see Table S1). There is a larger performance gap between “Not Avg” vs “Avg” in SD008 compared to SD007 (Fig S6B-C). For example, the mean difference in ACC at 49 channels is 16.8% (SD008) compared to 9.8% (SD007) – note positive values indicate that “Not Avg” outperforms “Avg”. While there is positive Spearman correlation between ACC and channel count of 1 for SD007, there is no correlation for
SD008. These results indicate that averaging channels is sub-optimal and that the performance relative to not averaging varies. It appears that averaging was more detrimental to SD008 than SD007.

S-Figure 8: Averaging vs not averaging electrodes. (A) Sketch showing averaging across the sub-sampled grids. Averaging occurs after CAR but before 70 – 170 Hz bandpass filtering in Fig 1B. (B) SD007 and (C) SD008 median of mean accuracy vs channel count (or coverage area) for two sets: not averaged (blue) and averaged (red). Note, chance is 50% The mean is taken across 12 cross validation folds and the median is taken across different virtual grid placements. There is a significant Spearman correlation of 1 (p = 0.0028) between “Avg” ACC vs channel count for SD007, but not for SD008. Note correlation for the “Not Avg” data points was not computed here as they were computed in Fig 5. For SD007, there is a significant difference between “Not Avg” vs “Avg” ACC for each channel count except for 4 and 9 (p < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed rank test). For SD008, there is a significant difference between “Not Avg” vs “Avg” ACC for each channel count.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel Cnt.</th>
<th>SD007</th>
<th>SD008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Δ</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>&lt; 1e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>&lt; 1e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>&lt; 1e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>8.1e-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S-Table 1: Mean pairwise difference of ACC between not averaged channels “Not Avg” and averaged channels “Avg”. Positive mean Δ indicate that “Not Avg” outperformed “Avg”. P-values are computed from the Wilcoxon signed rank test and the number of data points for each test is shown in the n column.
Fixed Channel Comparison

Given a fixed number of electrodes, is shrinking the distance between them beneficial? This is another way to compare grids of different densities. Again, we sub-sampled to create a set of virtual grids with 4, 9 and 16 channels and compared 400 vs 800μm, 400 vs 1200μm, and 800 vs 1200μm pitch (Fig 8). Each device type (eg. (2,1)) was ranked according to ACC for all placements and only the top two were used in this analysis. The top two ranked placements for the high-density device type (eg. (2,1)) are compared to the top two placements for the low-density device type (eg. (2,2)) in a pairwise fashion. Histograms of pairwise ACC differences are shown in Fig 8. In both subjects, we did not observe a significant difference for any comparison except once (Table 3). Unlike when controlling for area, negative mean differences were observed suggesting that higher density grids maybe disadvantageous when controlling for channel count. Negative mean differences were observed 1 out of 7 comparisons for SD007 and 4 out of 7 comparisons for SD008. These empirical results are consistent with our modeling results, which also found situations in which higher density grids underperformed when controlling for channel count.

It is important to note that for SD007, the fixed channel comparison were confounded by the percentage of good channels since high density grids tended to have more good channels in this analysis (Fig S8). Therefore, the fixed channel results can be interpreted as an overestimate of the high-density performance. Since high density did not significantly outperform lower density grids anyway, we reach the same conclusion even with the bias, which is that high density grids did not out perform lower density grids when controlling for channels.
S-Figure 9: Is shrinking the distance between channels beneficial? (A) SD007 and (B) SD008 histograms comparing various device types of the same number of channels. The x-axis of the histogram is pairwise difference of accuracy between two devices types (eg. (2,1) and (2,2)). Each device type is ranked by ACC across possible placements and the top 2 were included in the analysis. The top 1 and 2 from each device type are then compared against each other. Distribution statistics are provided in Table 3. ACC sample vectors with significantly different mean ranks are denoted with a black asterisk (P < 0.01). The dashed red line indicates the mean of the pairwise differences.

S-Table 2: Is spreading out channels beneficial? Overall (fold + location) mean difference between paired accuracies, p-values from Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test (n = 24), and mean accuracy of the high-density grid. The mean difference of sample vectors which are significantly different from each other are denoted by bold (P < 0.01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>SD007</th>
<th>SD008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2,1) – (2,2)</td>
<td>-5.9% 0.044</td>
<td>75.7% -0.80% 0.73 89.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3,1) – (3,2)</td>
<td>3.0% 0.17</td>
<td>82.0% -0.38% 1.0 92.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4,1) – (4,2)</td>
<td>0% 0.89</td>
<td>79.5% 1.6% 0.31 92.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2,1) – (2,3)</td>
<td>1.3% 0.75</td>
<td>75.7% -3.8% 0.099 89.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3,1) – (3,3)</td>
<td>4.5% 0.22</td>
<td>82.0% 5.8% 0.011 92.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2,2) – (2,3)</td>
<td>7.2% 0.039</td>
<td>81.6% -3.0% 0.18 90.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3,2) – (3,3)</td>
<td>1.6% 0.56</td>
<td>79.0% 6.1% 2.3e-3 93.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10: Histograms of difference in the fraction of good channels difference between high and low-density grids across 2 subjects (rows) and 2 comparison types (columns). If there a consistent bias of for particular subject and comparison type, the distribution while be shifted away from 0. To determine if, there was a significant shift from 0, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed and the p-values from the test are reported in the upper left-hand corner of each histogram. Only SD007, fixed channel comparison (upper left histogram) was significantly biased, which was noted in the Sub-sampling section of the Methods as well as Discussion.
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